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You asked for it... Saranac created it!
The all-new ALL-AMERICAN R-2000 is an ultra-thin, perfect fitting, super-suede racquetball glove. This new glove line is All-American in every way. Each glove is made in America by highly skilled American craftsmen. The superb leather, specially cut for the R-2000, is carefully shaved to the proper thinness to assure that "special touch" for ultimate racquet control. Available at pro shops and sporting goods stores everywhere in an array of vibrant colors in men's and "Lady Saranac" sizes. The ALL-AMERICAN beats the other gloves hands down!

HANDS BEST FRIEND FROM

Saranac
SARANAC GLOVE COMPANY
P.O. BOX 786
GREEN BAY, WI 54305
PHONE: 414/435-3737

New official glove of the United States Racquetball Association.
SEAMCO
"BLUE 600"
A Smashing New Idea
in a Racquetball!

It's Official...
It's the Racquetball adopted by the

USRA

This new pressureless ball has the look and performance of a champion. Off the wall, "Blue 600" responds with a consistent bounce, coupled with a lively action—play after play. Whether you play with a power game or a ceiling game, you are always in control. Brilliant blue color gives it high indoor visibility, too. Has the unique distinction of bearing the seal of the USRA. And that's official...

Next time, put Seamco “Blue 600” into play and see what it does for your game. It's a blast! It's the ball control players can appreciate!

IF IT BOUNCES SEAMCO MAKES IT...OFFICIAL

Seamco Inc.
Hatfield, Pennsylvania 19440
On the Cover...
Joani Turner, a member of the Arizona Athletic Club, drove into the desert to remind National Racquetball readers that it’s time to enter the Nationals. For indoor shots of Joani see page 13 and then turn the page for the Nationals entry, which carries a May 22 deadline. The dazzling list of amateur prizes is on page 10.
— Don B. Stevenson photo
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You're ready for this racquet, but your competition isn't.

Omega's Galaxy 21.

One look says Omega isn't offering you "just another pretty racquet!" This one is different. Dramatically! In fact, the Galaxy 21 is the most technologically advanced racquet in the game. From bumper strip to butt cap, the Galaxy 21 boasts more performance-enhancing properties than any other racquet on the market today.

The most remarkable difference is in the stringing pattern. It's unlike anything you've ever seen. So distinctive it's patented (U.S. Patent 4,184,679).

The exclusive MadRaq™ stringing dampens vibration better than conventional stringing methods. Traditional right angle stringing disperses ball impact in only four directions. Galaxy's stringing distributes shock in six directions, four ways diagonally and two ways vertically. Thus, you can play "all out" racquetball with substantially less shock transmission to arm, elbow and wrist.

But the secret to a better racquetball game is to mix kill shots with finesse to catch your opponent off guard. And finesse is yours with the Galaxy 21. Why? Because the unique stringing pattern gives you a better bite on the ball. You get better ball control, more topspin or slice when you need it. Sound good? Hold on. There's more! Galaxy 21 has no throatpiece; another engineering design plus to create a lighter, "quicker" racquet. Only 240 grams. You'll swing through the ball faster. (And you won't tire as rapidly.)

Ah, and now the frame. Shiny black metal; quadrangular shape. Pin striped in red and technologically advanced by virtue of its "solid state" construction. The frame extends all the way to the butt cap (which is an integral part of the frame under another patent). The result is further shock absorption and vibration dampening. Beneath a rich silver embossed leather grip, the handle is permanently bonded around the frame to form a total unit. The result? A super strong racquet—so strong it carries a 5-year warranty.

No other warranty compares. There you have it, the sound technical reasons why you should own this engineering marvel. You're ready for this racquet. But your competition isn't.

Omega Sports, A Prandur Company, 10850 Metro Court, Maryland Heights, MO 63043
We're happy to announce that our 1981 camps will be in 2 beautiful settings this summer—the mountains of Aspen, Colorado in July, and the Atlantic Ocean of Cape Cod, Massachusetts in August. Hopefully, our racquetball instructional program, along with these locations will excite you to come and join us for an enjoyable week of racquetball.

Basic tuition of $350 for the instructional package includes: approximately forty hours of instruction at each five day session, teaching handouts, and numerous social activities. A $100 non-refundable deposit must accompany your application for the session of your choice. The deposit will guarantee you a position in one of the seven sessions offered this summer. Upon receipt of your deposit you will be sent a complete information package of what you can expect at the Steve Strandemo Racquetball Camp this summer. Send application at right and address all inquiries to:

Steve Strandemo Racquetball Camps
P.O. Box 23555-51
San Diego, California 92123
Phone (714) 268-8707
The luxurious Aspen Club will be the host facility for our first three sessions. Located in the mountains of Colorado, Aspen offers many exciting summer activities for you and your family, ranging from hiking, horseback riding, fishing, golfing and an excellent night life.

The next four sessions of camp will be located in historical Cape Cod, Massachusetts at the Hyannis Racquetball Club. Hyannis, located just minutes from the Atlantic seaboard, has a distinct New England atmosphere. August activities include sailing, deep sea fishing, golf and miles of sandy beaches. In the evening, great entertainment can be found at the world famous Melody Tent.

Both clubs are superb facilities complete with glass-walled exhibition courts, restaurants, jacuzzis, lounge areas and spacious locker rooms. In addition, hotel accommodations at both sites are within easy walking distance to and from the clubs. Also, Aspen and Hyannis offer convenient airport access from major international airports.

The Steve Strandemo Racquetball Camps offer expert instruction for racquetball players of any ability. Steve draws on his 6 years of previous camp experience to personally analyze each student's game and give the on-court instruction. In addition to extensive personal observation, video tape replay allows each student to see himself as Steve and his staff sees him. To achieve the goal of filling the individual learning needs of every camp participant, Steve and his staff are available at all times outside class to answer questions and provide individual help.

Each 5 day session will include on-court training and practice, lectures, demonstrations, chalk talks by Steve, teaching materials, individual video taping analysis, 1980-81 Pro tour video tapes and more. The camp will be a comprehensive approach encompassing all aspects of the game of racquetball. It is quite simply the most outstanding and respected racquetball teaching institution in existence.

These luxurious facilities in their beautiful vacation areas, combined with our solid instructional program, will provide you with a never to be forgotten experience.
Opinions

From Bob Kendler

My How You've Grown

Let me take you down Memory Lane, if you please. It's Sept. 30, 1973 and Steve Serot is battling Bill Schmidtke for the first National Racquetball Club pro championship. The location is the Downtown Y.M.C.A. in Houston, TX. The overall prize money is $5,000 with $1,500 for first place and $1,000 for second. Serot, the boy wonder from St. Louis and the youngest player in the tournament, is—you guessed it—the winner 21-20, 21-9.

The following month in Long Beach, CA Steve Keeley beats Charlie Brumfield for first place. Altogether there are four stops our first year and a total prize money of $20,000. The real champions are the people who put up the money, giving racquetball a whole new image and telling sports fans everywhere that racquetball is here to stay.

Now let's get back to today. Money is still important to pro racquetball. But at this year's Nationals—amateur racquetball gets a new image, too, as players compete for a fabulous package of prizes donated by Diversified Products of Opelika, AL. This year's winners will play even better racquetball in the future as they start using their prizes—a selection of physical fitness equipment from the Diversified 96 page catalogue you see pictured here.

The full value of the 1981 Leach Pro-Am Racquetball Tournament package—including fees, amateur prizes, scholarships and cash—is $100,000.

It is both fitting and proper that, as we make this announcement, we salute the man who is behind it. That man is Cal James, president of Diversified Products and, incidentally, the brother of Alabama's great governor—the Honorable Bob C. James. It should be noted that although Cal hasn't won any racquetball titles, he was prep All American at Baylor in Chattanooga and Varsity Football Letterman (1957, 58 and 59) and captain of the freshman football team (1956) at Georgia Tech. But that's not all.

He had two years of active duty as officer and instructor in Advanced Field Artillery, attaining the rank of Captain. And—believe it or not—the man who's backing racquetball today was coach of the 1962 Fourth U.S. Army Championship wrestling team. It is certainly to racquetball's credit that it attracts sponsors of the caliber of Diversified Products and men of the stature of Cal James. We can be proud, indeed, that the nation's leader in physical fitness products is now also the leader in racquetball.

Besides providing cash awards and prizes for the Nationals our sponsors have made sure all amateur players will have free seats for the pro events. Amateur participants will have tickets for every match, every day, so they can learn from and be entertained by the best in the game. And Carl Porter of the Arizona Athletic Club will supply hospitality the way only Carl Porter can.

As long as we are passing out bouquets, Charlie Drake also deserves a pat on the back. When you think how the pro tour has grown from its humble beginnings, you must give Charlie credit for a great...
WHAT SOME PEOPLE DO TO THEIR FEET IS SIMPLY SHOCKING.

You slam them down. Twist them. Slam them down again. And then you wonder why your feet hurt and ache so much.

It's because the poor soles need cushioning. And no single design of athletic shoe can all by itself give you the cushioning, support, and comfort which an active foot demands.

That's why Scholl developed Pro Comfort® Sports Cushions™ Thin, lightweight shock absorbing insoles made from a revolutionary material called Poron®, that fit comfortably and easily in your shoes. Sports Cushions actually absorb twice the court- and road-shock that sponge or latex does. And they breathe, to keep feet feeling cooler and drier.

Pro Comfort Sports Cushions from Scholl. They're guaranteed for the life of your shoes. To help you stay foot-loose and blister-free. And that's the name of the game.

Look for Pro Comfort products at sporting goods and other fine retail outlets.
part of that success. He is the man who has sold the idea of big awards, big tournaments and a big future to the big manufacturers. I can’t say enough about Charlie’s contribution to our success, and now—with another formidable business leader on the team—there’s no end to what Charlie can do.

1981
Leach Pro-Am
National Racquetball Championships
June 6-13 Tempe, AZ
Men’s and Women’s Amateur Prizes

Donated by Diversified Products

All Women’s Divisions
First Place: DP Orbicycle™ deluxe exercise bike
Second: DP Racer 200 exercise bike
Third: Smart Belles and adjustable ankle weights
Fourth: DP Pacer 200 exercise bike

All Men’s Divisions
First Place: DP Gympac™ 1000 Fitness System
Second: DP Superstar IV 75 Kilo Orbatron barbell-dumbell set and DP deluxe chrome leg lift bench
Third: DP Superstar IV 75 Kilo Orbatron barbell-dumbell set
Fourth: DP 5 kilo executive dumbell set and extra heavy tension hand grips

These prizes represent an estimated $15,000 to $20,000 in Diversified fitness products.

See You at the Nationals

This is the month when tournament fever reaches its peak. Here at USRA/NRC headquarters we’re accelerating into high gear as we plan for the premier event of our season—the 1981 Pro-Am Nationals, which will take place this year from June 6-13 at the Arizona Athletic Club in Tempe.

Our 1979 Nationals were at this same deluxe facility, which has 14 courts, including two glass wall exhibition courts with seating for over a thousand, an outdoor swimming pool, a disco/lounge and all the other amenities of a health spa.

Carl Porter, one of the Arizona Athletic Club owners, is an expert when it comes to hosting NRC/USRA tournaments. In 1979 he said that he hoped to be selected as host of another Nationals and that the only way he could guarantee the return was to make the players want to come back. Well the players who know the facility are thrilled to be going back. And first timers can look forward to wonderful hospitality in a great facility.

Each year it becomes harder to outdo the previous year, and each year—when we accomplish that goal—I thank all of you marvelous racquetball players who make it happen.

As I’ve said many times the Nationals—like any other tournament—is for the losers. There will be only one winner in each bracket, but there will be hundreds of losers.

Our goal is to make sure that every one of those competitive losers goes home a racquetball winner—having had a week of plain old fun.

I’ll see you there.

From the National Commissioner

Joe Ardito

From the NRC National Director

A Personal Reason for Eyeguards

Unless you’ve had first hand experience with choroidal macular tears, hyphemas, corneal abrasions, retinal and vitreous hemorrhages or have a sophisticated medical background, you might not know anything about the types of eye injuries common among racquet sports activities.

I would hope that your lack of familiarity would be a good reason for you to wear eye protection as a preventive measure.

It’s often asked if the USRA/NRC is going to make the use of eye protection mandatory in their sanctioned events. At present investigation of this very topic is being undertaken, but as is so often the case in any national program, red tape gets in the way of a quick and desired decision—pro or con. But there’s no question that we strongly encourage the use of eyeguards for playing racquetball.

Reports come in from various state associations as to the success of their own mandatory eyeguard rulings and the cooperation of the tournament players, as well as those court clubs who are making eye protection a must in order to play on their courts. As far as the pro tour goes it’s great to see the increasing number of pros choosing to wear eyeguards. Since our pros are the ones who are admired by other players, both young and old, seeing the likes of Marty Hogan, Lindsay Myers and Steve Strandemo wearing eyeguards is an inspiration for the recreational player to do the same.

As far as my own personal experience relates to wearing eyeguards I still remember playing against a racquetball student for a series of points. When the opportunity came for the ace to show me his off-the-wall return, he promptly showed me a variation of a straight in kill attempt and proceeded to mis-hit the ball in his eagerness, directly into my eye. It couldn’t have been screwed into place any tighter a fit. I was lucky there was no injury that prompt icing couldn’t handle, but from that point (a hinder) on it’s been eyeguards regardless of the playing situation.

Style and types of eye protection available today are so plentiful that any vanity concerns are not valid reasons for failure to wear eye protection, nor is the excuse of it being too difficult to adjust to because of hampered peripheral vision. Those are all stale excuses.

As documented in the 1981 January and February issues of the Physician and Sports Medicine eye injuries are
increasing as more players take up indoor racquet sports. Experience does not appear to protect players from potential eye injuries. As they gain experience, they tend to become more competitive. This means these players usually are less likely to give up center court control and thereby expose themselves to more eye injuries from the ball or racquet.

The article concludes that any eyeguard is better than no eyeguard. The open eyeguards may not prevent all direct shots, but they stop slashes around the eye from the racquet. At present there is no one officially approved eyeguard, though many kinds of effective eye protection are available. The recently developed eyeguards with bubble lens or the standard lens covering the openings seem to remove potential risk of trauma though an opening. Presently the Canadian Standards Association, in conjunction with eye surgeons of Canada, is trying to extend standards for eye protection in order to prevent ocular injury. In Canada sanctioned racquetball tournaments by the Canadian National Racquetball Association have required eyeguards since 1978.

Many feel that emphasis by racquetball instructors on defensive playing and the use of eyeguards by coaches and teaching/playing professionals are the ways to start making eyeguards a habit. All racquet clubs should recommend, sell and rent eye protection with all teaching pros wearing eyeguards during teaching and playing sessions. These nine tips taken from the Physician and Sports Medicine, as adapted from the Journal of Physical Education and Recreation, should prove helpful to you while playing:

1. Avoid looking back to watch an opponent returning the ball. However if you do, look out of the corner of your eye.
2. Wear good shoes to prevent slipping.
3. Give your opponent plenty of room to swing and follow through.
4. Toward the end of a close game don’t crowd your opponent—you both might be tired, and this is when someone usually gets hurt.
5. When your opponent is striking the ball, it is safer to stand diagonally to his rear rather than directly at his/her side.
6. Avoid hitting an opponent with a ball or racquet—call a hinder.
7. Give your opponent the opportunity to get to and/or strike at the ball from any position.
8. Hinders should be called without a claim by a player, especially in close plays and on game points.
9. All players should have racquets with a thong that must be securely wrapped on the wrist when playing.

Remember you don’t have to wait till it’s official to wear eyeguards. You can let your own good sense require them.

Dan Bertolucci

From our Readers

Like Elephants

Dear Mr. Kendler:

Hurray for your personal opinion editorial in the February issue that I enjoyed reading and passing along in this office.

Was it W.C. Fields or a bankrupt sporting goods manufacturer who first said “There is no such thing as a free lunch—or a free racquetball”? Any amateur or touring player forgets in less than a week the freebie racquetballs that he or she may have received but woe to the manufacturer who is distributing a product that is not top quality. The consumer, thank goodness, has the proverbial elephant’s memory so let’s sell and provide the quality product for a growing and dynamic sport.

Harvey S. Kane
Bergenfield, NJ

Sunny Thanks

Dear Mr. Fuldauer:

Thank you for including us in your excellent feature on Sunbelt racquetball.

Charles Humphrey
Daytona Beach, FL

2nd Annual Dave Peck Summer Camps

for juniors and adults

Two super instructional programs directed by Dave Peck, No. 2 Pro in the Country—Also featuring GREG PECK & JIM WINTERTON

• JUNIOR CAMP (Aug. 2-7)
  Ages 10-17 (coed)
  Intermediate-Advanced
  $318 includes accommodations and all meals.

• ADULT WEEKEND (Aug. 7-9)
  Men & Women with Racquetball Experience
  $209 includes all meals.

Pool privileges for all campers • Limited Openings • Register Early!

Location: ALL SPORT Fitness & Racquetball Club
240A Washington St., Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12601
Contact: Jim Winterton or Mike Arteaga (914) 452-5050
Dear Sir:

Recently I have become an employee and a member of a racquetball club in my area. I really enjoy it and I was pleased to find your racquetball magazine in the lobby. I thoroughly enjoy reading this magazine and I've decided to subscribe myself. Thanks for such an exciting magazine.

Dale M. Clark
South Boston, VA

Dear Carol:

Please give my public thanks to Lee Peoples, of Memphis State University, for his help at the Tanner/Coca Cola tournament. Without his expert management of the electrical system I never could have set up the floods that gave me the extra court light the photos required. He extended his help whenever I needed him. He's a true southern gentleman.

Lauren Shay
Deerfield, IL

Dear Sir:

I have just read your January, 1981 magazine and was most interested in the article about eye protection. I have been attempting to locate an adequate eye protection for my own needs. On page 24 photo d in the upper left hand corner of the photo is pictured a pair of protectors which may suit my needs. However there is no mention of a brand name in the article. Could you please supply me with that information?

Gary Anderson
Atascadero, CA

There is a story behind the enclosed subscription order that may interest you. It was purchased for Bob Forsyth by the wrestling team at Glenheim High School. Bob and I play doubles every Thursday night at the Wheels Complex in Chenham, Ontario. The kids know how much we love racquetball and that I have a subscription to the magazine. So they took up a collection to buy a subscription for Bob in appreciation for his donating his van to the wrestling team this year.

Sandy Blackshaw
Blenheim, Ontario, Canada

Dear Editor:

First I would like to introduce myself. I am John Harteloh, 24 years of age, and I live in Holland. I started playing racquetball 14 months ago. It was the kind of sport I had never heard of. I was so fascinated that I started to enter tournaments organized by Americans who are with the U.S. Air Force in Germany. They told me a lot about the game.

They also gave me a couple of magazines with instructions and other articles to improve my game. I liked them so much that I wanted to have more. My American friends told me that I had to be a member of the USRA to get them, which is why I am applying to you.

As it is very hard to get any information about racquetball in Holland, I would very much like to become a member of the USRA so I can get National Racquetball magazine.

John Harteloh
Zwyndrecht, Holland

Dear National Racquetball Magazine:

There is a story behind the enclosed subscription order that may interest you. It was purchased for Bob Forsyth by the wrestling team at Glenheim High School. Bob and I play doubles every Thursday night at the Wheels Complex in Chenham, Ontario. The kids know how much we love racquetball and that I have a subscription to the magazine. So they took up a collection to buy a subscription for Bob in appreciation for his donating his van to the wrestling team this year.

Sandy Blackshaw
Blenheim, Ontario, Canada

Dear Editor:

Everyone likes recognition and when I saw my picture in the March issue in the story on avoiding fatigue on the courts, I should have been pleased. However this picture that didn't identify me gave a totally opposite impression about something I feel very strongly about. It made me look exhausted and I pride myself on conditioning and trying to maintain top efficiency in tournaments. In fact in most tournaments I play in two divisions and I feel it most inappropriate for you to use my picture as an example of "lack of energy."

Burton Morrow, D.D.S.
Cerritos, CA

The picture, from our file of unidentified racquetball players, seemed to convey a tired player. We apologize for casting you in that unlikely role.

USRA
Joani Turner will be watching from the gallery as hundreds of amateurs from all corners of the country do battle for prestigious titles and the biggest bag of prizes ever offered at the NRC/USRA sanctioned Pro-Am National Championships.

This year’s Leach Pro-Am National Racquetball Championships June 6-13 at Tempe’s Arizona Athletic Club will give men and women amateurs in every one of 25 divisions a chance to compete for fitness equipment that will lead the winners to future victories, as well. Details on prizes—including weights, benches, stationary bikes and a complete home gym system—follow Bob Kendler’s editorial on page 10.

Tournament players who need motivation can spend the week between matches viewing the fitness prizes from Diversified Products. The equipment will fill a special space at the Arizona Athletic Club. “D.P. reps will be on hand in the display area,” says NRC Director Dan Bertolucci. “I hope players will look for them and thank them for D.P.’s generosity.”

Bertolucci says no one needs to be told to look for Joani Turner.
service
defense
forehand
backhand
conditioning
THE GAME
racquetball

(Brothers Dave Peck #2 ranked Pro 1979-80 and Gregg Peck Jr. National Champion.)

Nautilus
SPORTS/MEDICAL INDUSTRIES
P.O.Box 1783 ▪ Dept. NR ▪ Deland, Florida 32720 ▪ (904) 228-2884
Upcoming Events

1981 LEACH National Pro-Am
Racquetball Championships

Sanctioned by the NRC/USRA

The Arizona Athletic Club, with its 14 courts, swimming pool, lounge/disco and every other amenity a racquetball player could hope for, is preparing to host the 1980-81 Leach National Pro/Am Racquetball Championships sanctioned by the NRC/USRA.

The tournament June 6-13 will feature more amateur divisions of play than any other Nationals, with competition in 25 categories ranging from Open to Veteran, Golden Masters for both men and women. And the top 32 men pros will battle for the title of 1981 National Champion.

As we said in 79, the last time the AAC was Nationals host, “If they can’t do it at the Arizona Athletic Club, then it can’t be done.” Besides providing unbeatable hospitality the AAC offers varied between-match activities on its basketball courts, running paths, billiard rooms and tennis courts.

Needless to say the amenities of the club and the proximity to the southern California racquetball community make the 1981 Nationals look to be the biggest in history. None of this could be possible without the support of our sponsors, and especially Leach Industries, recently acquired by Diversified Products. DP Leach leads the way with support of all NRC/USRA programs, as well as its achievements in racquetball racquet technology. Diversified Products’ commitment to be number one and their awareness of the major role physical fitness plays in today’s society makes the company the natural teammate for the NRC/USRA, providing the finest in racquetball to all players across the country.

Another sponsor the NRC/USRA holds in highest regard is Seamco, Inc. which generously supports our programs. Seamco has been a major voice in making racquetball the sport of the 80s. This past season the leaders—Leach, Seamco and the National Racquetball Club/United States Racquetball Association—have offered the finest in racquetball pro-am events with the following co-sponsors:

Catalina, Adolph Coors Brewing Co, William B. Tanner, Coca-Cola, Kunnan Enterprises and Robert W. Kendler. Our hats are off to all of them and I’m sure they all wish the best of individual success to each and every one of you who are participating in the Nationals. Good luck!

—Dan Bertolucci, NRC Director
Ticket order form...  

arizona athletic club
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Glass Backwall

Seating Information
• All backwall seats are cushioned, with the first five rows having backrests.
• Ticket entitles holder to a reserved seat for the entire seven day event.
• Prices are as follows:
  First five rows • $200
  Second five rows • $150
  Third five rows • $100.
• Your seat assignment will depend on how soon we receive your check. Seat assignment is on
  a first come first served basis.

NOTE: Seating is also available at tables upstairs in our comfortable restaurant and lounge. Each
  table seats six (6), and provides excellent viewing over the entire exhibition court area. Table
  service for food, beverages, and cocktails will be available. Cost per table: $1,400.

To Order: Circle the seat(s) you wish to reserve, and enclose this order form with a check
  payable to the Arizona Athletic Club. Send to:
  Arizona Athletic Club — 1425 W. 14th, Tempe, Arizona 85281 — Attention: Denny Poor

Your Name: ____________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________

Phone: ____________________________

Hotels...

Fiesta Inn
2100 South Priest Drive
Tempe, AZ 85282
602-967-1441
Single $32.00
Double $38.00

Holiday Inn
915 East Apache Boulevard
Tempe, AZ 85281
602-968-3451
Single $26.00
Double $33.00

Regal 8 Inn
1720 South Priest Drive
Tempe, AZ 85281
602-968-4401
Single $18.88
Double $21.88
3 or 4 people $24.88

Howard Johnson’s
Motor Lodge
321 Apache Boulevard
Tempe, AZ 85281
602-967-9431
Single $26.00
Double $32.00
Double/Double $34.00

Persons calling for rooms should ask for reservations and identify themselves with the National
Racquetball Championships.

16 MAY
Official Entry
June 6-13, 1981 • Tempe, Arizona

1980-81 LEACH National Pro-Am Racquetball Championships

SITE: Arizona Athletic Club, 1425 West 14th St., Tempe, Arizona 85281. Phone: 602-894-2231.

FACILITIES: 14 regulation racquetball courts, 6 outdoor tennis courts; swimming pool, complete spa facilities including jogging track, whirlpools, cold plunges, complete Nautilus equipment; 1 three-glass walled exhibition court and 1 two-glass walled court. Seating capacity 1,000.

ELIGIBILITY: Any USRA member (memberships available at the tournament, cost is $12 per year at the tournament.) Be prepared to show your USRA membership card at registration or include $8 membership special cost with entry for all new members.

ENTRY FEES: $100 in professional event (top 32); $50 in amateur events. Limit 2 events per player—no exceptions. $15 for second event.

ENTRY DEADLINE: In our possession by 6 p.m. Friday, May 22, 1981. Entry fee must accompany entry form. Entries received unsigned or without entry fee will not be accepted. No phone entries—no exceptions. Late entries will not be guaranteed a souvenir item.

SANCTION: By U.S. Racquetball Association (USRA) and National Racquetball Club (NRC) as part of the NRC Pro/Am Racquetball Tour, co-sponsored by Seamco and Leach.

OFFICIAL BALL: Seamco 559 (green) in professional event. Seamco 600 (blue) in all amateur events.

AWARDS: $100,000 in prize money and awards. Look for additional information in the May issue of National Racquetball.

STARTING TIMES: All participants will be notified by mail of starting time(s) and also by calling 602-894-2284 no earlier than June 1, 1981.

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: U.S. Racquetball Association.

MAIL CHECKS AND COMPLETED ENTRY FORM TO: Leach Nationals-USRA, 4101 Dempster St. Skokie, Illinois 60076. Attention: Dan Bertolucci

SPECIAL NOTE!!! Entry fee entitles player to the following additional amenities:
1. Free general admission ticket to each tournament player for viewing all matches on exhibition court (sidewall seating). Tournament player may view matches on other courts at no-charge.
2. Free admission to player at annual Awards Banquet.
3. Free Tournament Souvenirs (Other give-aways designated by host).
4. Free all-day, daily hospitality for player.
5. Free use of courts for warm-up by early arrivals on June 4 & 5.
6. Free use of club’s facilities for player.

RULES, REGULATIONS AND NOTES:
1. All match winners will be expected to referee in amateur events or be subject to forfeiture.
2. No partner changes will be allowed in doubles events after entry deadline.
3. Entry fees are non-refundable.
4. All NRC/USRA rules apply including 5 minutes rest between all games and all matches played two games to 21 and third game to 11, if necessary. Winners must referee following match on court assigned to them.
5. A minimum of 8 entrants or teams is required for a division of play to occur. If 8 entrants or teams are not attained, then those players or teams will be automatically placed in the next youngest applicable division of play.

SHIRT SIZE: S ______ M ______ L ______ XL ______
SHORT SIZE: S ______ M ______ L ______ XL ______

PLEASE ENTER ME IN: (Check events desired — maximum of two):
☐ Men Pro Singles (top 32 only)
☐ Men Amateur Singles Open
☐ Men Veteran Singles (30+)
☐ Men Senior Singles (35+)
☐ Men Veteran Senior Singles (40+)
☐ Men Masters Singles (45+)
☐ Men Veteran Masters Singles (50+)
☐ Men Golden Masters Singles (55+)
☐ Men Veteran Golden Masters Singles (60+)
☐ Men Amateur Doubles Open
☐ Men Veteran Doubles (30+)
☐ Men Senior Doubles (35+)
☐ Men Masters Doubles (45+)
☐ Men Golden Masters Doubles (55+)
☐ Women Amateur Singles Open
☐ Women Veteran Singles (30+)
☐ Women Senior Singles (35+)
☐ Women Veteran Singles (40+)
☐ Women Masters Singles (45+)
☐ Women Veteran Masters Singles (50+)
☐ Women Amateur Doubles Open
☐ Women Veteran Doubles (30+)
☐ Women Senior Doubles (35+)
☐ Women Masters Doubles (45+)
☐ Women Veteran Masters Singles (55+)
☐ Women Veteran Golden Master Singles (60+)
WAIVER: I understand it is your intention to have my participation hereunder recorded on video-tape for presentation on television and elsewhere, and I expressly agree that you shall have the unlimited right and authority to use and exploit your coverage of the series, the video-tape and any and all forms of reproduction thereof coverage of the series, the video-tape and any and all forms of reproduction thereof in any and all media in perpetuity in whatever manner and by whatever means and wherever you may desire without any obligation to pay any monies to me except as hereinabove expressly provided. Such recordings shall without limitations be the sole property of NRC/USRA to deal with, broadcast, sell, license, rent, exhibit and otherwise use or reuse in whole or in part as the NRC/USRA see fit.

I hereby for myself and my agents waive and release any and all rights and claims for damages I might have against the Arizona Athletic Club, The U.S. Racquetball Association, the National Racquetball Club, Diversified Products, Leach Industries, Seamco, Inc. and any of their agents, for any and all injuries received by me in connection with this tournament.

Signature: ________________________________________________

Parent (If Under 18) ___________________________________________

Date ____________________________ Birth Date _________________

Name ______________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________ Zip ________

Home Phone ( ) Area Code ________________________________ Work Phone ______________

Signature: __________________________________________________

Doubles Partner's Name ________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________ Zip ________

Amount Enclosed:

$_________ First Event

$_________ Second Event

$_________ Special USRA Membership ($8)

$_________ Total Amount Enclosed
Racquetball...
Handball...
Squash...
Paddleball

Hundreds of court installations, without a failure, mean proven performance. Here’s why!

The material is premium grade 62-P hi-density, hi-pressure laminated court panel system.

Playability is true and consistent, with uniform ball action and sound.

Superior quality and long life.

Minimal maintenance, never needs paint, cleans with soap and water.

Complete court package designed and engineered to fit your needs and budget.

Exacting specifications and full inspection procedures prior to shipment.

Dimensionally stable, structurally sound, non-sweating surface.

Faster installations, no downtime revenue loss.

Resists chipping, cracking, scratching and marring from racquet contact.

Highly trained experts make all installations, backed by double guarantee from World Courts, the court systems specialists.

Call or write for complete details:

World Courts, Inc.
554 Main Street
S. Weymouth, MA 02190
Phone: (617) 337-0082
Dept. NR

Indoor Running Tracks
Distributor of Championship Floors
Portable or Permanent

Product of FIBERESIN Industries, Inc.
Along about this time players and fans are beginning to wonder who will hold the hottest place in the Tempe sun at the Leach National Pro-Am Championships, June 6-13. Well even though there are two tournaments left at the time of this writing, rest assured no one out of the top 16 will be doing more than getting tan in Tempe.

This 1980-81 Leach/Seamco pro tour gave fans the upsets they love. Each one of the top four players had their victories, with Hilecher besting Hogan for the first time in four years in the Kings-Bank of Newport season opener. Yellen followed suit by taking the Coors Grand Prix I in Omaha, where Dave Peck lost in the round of 32 and little brother Gregg eliminated Hogan in the quarters. Going into the third event—the Robert W. Kendler Classic in Chicago—Yellen became number one for a week, but surrendered to the pressure as Dave Peck eliminated him in the semis and captured the crown in an impressive 11-10 tie-breaker win.

Not until the Catalina Hawaiian Pro/Am Racquetball Classic was Hogan able to get it all together with his win over Hilecher. Another notable event at the Hawaiian stop was a performance by Yellen so inconsistent that he lost to young Larry Meyers.

Since Hawaii Hogan has been able to string together some victories, but not without piling up tie-breakers and near first round upsets. So the questions are: "Is Hogan the man to beat at the Nationals this year" and "Can he do it four years in a row?"

The Nationals title is still Wimbledon, the Grand Slam, U.S. Open and Masters all wrapped up into one. Yes in racquetball it is the title with meaning. To prove that a pro worthy of being called the best by his peers and the media must win that event. It's a fact Hogan understands as he enters the tournament ranked number one, the fourth time in a row—the first man to earn that honor. And what separates Marty from the rest of the field is his ability to win the big ones. That's why I believe that Marty Hogan will win the Nationals. He is a true champion. Even with some tournament losses this season he has bounced back and stayed on top. I predict there will be no generous leads allowed his opponents or letdowns in his own performance. His magnificent career will include his fourth straight National title. If you ask his fellow players for their Nationals winner guess, you'll see stock go up in Marty Hogan Enterprises. And those competitors' opinions make it easier for Hogan.

Picking number one seems pretty straightforward this season, but the determination of the number two player—the June 13 finalist—is now up for grabs. Even though at the time of this writing Yellen is two, Hilecher three and Peck four, they have all beaten Hogan and thrilled audiences with stunning victories over each other. Each one has the ability to come back and go three if necessary, along with having the coolness needed to handle the pressure of playing for a share of the richest purse in the game today. As a reminder it's crucial for any of the pros to be in the bottom half of the draw because those in the top half will have to face Hogan before the finals—and what that generally means is a shorter week along with a shorter paycheck.

So then with the help of a lucky draw and the combination of power and control that are the necessary ingredients to give Hogan his share of problems, I like the 1979 Rookie of the Year to emerge as the finalist. Dave Peck has been able to play well this season and is right up there in the consistency department. Since he's beaten Hogan this year, he knows what it feels like to win and he has confidence in his ability to do so. Last season although Dave had won two events, neither had been by beating Hogan, so Dave placed unnecessary pressure on himself. This season he was able to get the monkey off his back—the monkey put there not only by himself but also by his younger brother, Gregg, who became the first Peck to beat Hogan (in the Coors quarters).
Before a packed house in Chicago Dave Peck was able to take the crown from Hogan, and the El Paso pro has performed well in tight tie-breaker encounters since then. He's ready and is in the best physical and mental condition of his career. He will be tough.

If Yellen can stay fit and cool, he, too, has a good chance to emerge as a finalist. However some of his performances this season have fallen short of those we expected from the number two player. Being in the big one as runner-up two years in a row may not be enough to carry him into the finals this season. Too many other players are as hungry as Yellen. As in the case with Hillecher this year Yellen won't be a for sure bet unless someone knocks off Hogan along the way.

Hillecher has been in the top four all season long, with one short visit to the number two spot. Jerry needs to be in the bottom half if he wants to even come close. However he again will need to regroup for the Nationals, even though he's probably playing the best racquetball of his career since he's free of sponsor pressures. He's concentrating on playing racquetball and has given up the role of "captain of the debate team" while he argues with referees and linesmen.

On three walls of glass Hillecher can be a problem, especially if his serve is on. If
stamina and age don't become a factor working against Jerry and he plays racquetball to the degree he is capable of, he could be number two, but I doubt that he can beat Hogan again.

Rich Wagner is back, though just how far he can go remains to be seen as he makes his remarkable comeback after a miserable 1979-80 season. Holding down the number five spot at this writing Rich has a good chance of being the man to create an upset so long as he doesn't have to play Hogan before the semis. He's concentrating on the game, so he's playing up to his potential. Wagner's quickness, shotmaking ability and overall confidence make him a player to look for in the quarters—even the semis on a break. Whether or not Wagner will be dressed for action on the day of the finals has a great deal to do with desire and luck. Rich still is one of the most talented pros playing the game today and he's capable of winning.

if there were ever a player whose desire to win is so overwhelming that it sometimes gets in the way—it's Don Thomas. If that drive and dedication could be turned into points, Don Thomas would be the man to beat. Last season's brightest newcomer has made a mark this year by rising to sixth ranking. Thomas' style is power oriented, yet purposeful. He can compete with all types and is able to counteract with shot selection and execution on a par with the best of them. Having beaten Hogan in an invitational event Don's tasted victory. I see Thomas in the quarters on his home court in Tempe. If Hogan is to be beaten early, Thomas might be the one to do it. If that's the case, then watch out for Thomas till the end.

Without a doubt Lindsay Myers is one of the most naturally gifted racquetball pros, and certainly the quickest ever to step foot on the court. It amazes me, however, that he isn't ranked any higher than seven. He is currently capable of beating anyone, but on the other hand he also is most likely to be beaten by a lower ranked seed. If Myers wants to do better than a quarterfinal showing at this year's Nationals, he will have to train and work and not take his ability for granted. If Myers could prove he's as good as he and others think he is, then his victory could be one of the most impressive upsets since the 1977 Bledsoe-Hogan finals. I don't see that upset in the cards.

Steve Strandemo, the oldest regular on the tour, will at best be a sentimental bet this season, much the same as Charlie Brumfield was a year ago. Proving that desire can get you to the quarters will be the current number eight player's goal, but he's more realistically headed for a round of 16 finish. Although a fine player there
are too many equally talented younger players hungrier than Strandemo this season. It’s time to move over for youth and think camp.

As far as others you might see in the 16s— but certainly no higher— look for the usual Craig McCoy, Ben Koltun appearance, along with the likes of Larry Meyers, a possible Dave Fleetwood and Gregg Peck. My picks this season for a long shot bet to reach the quarters are John Egerman, Scott Hawkins and Doug Cohen. Miracles can happen and they’ll need one to get them any higher. However each one of these players is young, tough and talented. If they lack anything, it might be the experience to make a run at the title. With the best of the rest being made up of Bledsoe, Mark Morrow, Mike Levine, Keith Dunlap and— oh yes— Brumfield. Who? Yes the Brum. Look for all of them as first round casualties or at best a round of 16 breakthrough on a lucky draw. So what happened to Steve Mondry, Steve Keeley, Bret Harnett, Steve Serot, Dennis McDowell, Gary Merritt, etc, etc? Well first of all some of these former favorites have spent time trying to qualify for the round of 32 and when they have gotten there, they found the going pretty rough. They might consider joining forces with Jerry Zuckerman and Jeff Bowman forming a prayer group coalition. Their shots won’t get them past the 32s, if that. As for Keeley— only a brother Jerold will be able to tell you where he might be found.

Check the open and veteran open draw sheets for the other players.

As always these critiques of the above mentioned players are done objectively, reflecting ability demonstrated as of press time. I consider each and every one of them a personal friend and I cheer them all on to victory, for they are the game’s finest talents.

Here, then, are the odds as I set them down today. A word of caution: I’ve been wrong in the past.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Rank as of 2/22/81</th>
<th>Odds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marty Hogan • 1</td>
<td>1-2: The man to beat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave Peck • 4</td>
<td>2-1: Second choice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Yellen • 2</td>
<td>4-1: Guaranteed semi. Better be ready.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Hilecher • 3</td>
<td>5-1: Long week should help. Hits hard, needs some help.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich Wagner • 5</td>
<td>8-1: Depends on draw. Could get lucky.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Thomas • 6</td>
<td>9-2: Not this year. But don’t count him out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Myers • 7</td>
<td>10-1: Players hate to play him. Show me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Strandemo • 8</td>
<td>7-1: No way. Lights turned off in or before quarters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Hawkins • 18</td>
<td>12-1: Capable of brilliant play. Lacks experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Egerman • 10</td>
<td>12-1: Hasn’t put it all together, but close. Lacks experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doug Cohen • 14</td>
<td>14-1: Quarters at best. See Hawkins. We’ll hear from him next year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Meyers • 12</td>
<td>15-1: Won’t have it together by Nationals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Koltun • 9</td>
<td>16-1: Wish I could say you will.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig McCoy • 9</td>
<td>16-1: Ask Koltun how you’ll do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave Bledsoe • 13</td>
<td>20-1: Consider retirement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlie Brumfield • 23</td>
<td>19-1: Retired two years too late. No more miracles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave Fleetwood • 15</td>
<td>21-1: Maybe two rounds. Dubtful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Dunlap • 19</td>
<td>21-1: Go for Sportsmanship of Year award.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Levine • 21</td>
<td>22-1: I wish it were higher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Serot • 29</td>
<td>22-1: Adios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Keeley • —</td>
<td>—: Brother Jerold says “no way”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis McDowell • 25</td>
<td>—: Belongs in Open.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Merritt • 21</td>
<td>—: Belongs in Open.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Morrow • 20</td>
<td>16s at best.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two Ways to Cope with Racquetball Elbow

Part One: Cure and Prevention Exercises

by Charlie Siddle

Charlie Siddle, part owner and manager of the Mission Valley Family Fitness Center in San Diego, holds a degree in kinesiology from Louisiana State University and has trained such pros as Racquetball's Charlie Brumfield and Don Thomas, as well as Ozzie Smith of the San Diego Padres and Charlie Smith of the Philadelphia Eagles.

With the growing popularity of racquetball throughout the country comes an increase in a most unwelcome sports related ailment— racquetball elbow. It is more commonly referred to as tennis elbow, tendinitis, or, if you're a baseball player, "Popeye."

What is racquetball elbow? Surgical experience indicates that it is an inflammation of the medial brachialis (bicep) tendon. (See chart.) The injury usually begins with a microscopic tear. In some cases this tear fails to heal properly and inflammation occurs around the damaged tissue. As a result the elbow area becomes tender and painful. For some the pain is mild and sporadic, while for others it can be severe and constant.

A common cause of racquetball elbow is incorrect technique. By incorrectly hitting the ball you are placing undue strain on the musculature of the arm. Racquetball elbow can also result from not warming up properly before you play. As in any other sport it is important to warm up your body, and in particular those body parts which will be working in direct correspondence with the activity.

If you do develop the symptoms of racquetball elbow, it does not necessarily mean that you have to give up the game. Initially you may have to take a few weeks off and rest. Then as soon as you are ready, you may start a simple rehabilitation program. The program should include two important phases— flexibility and muscular strengthening.

Flexibility Phase
The first phase of the program— flexibility— should loosen the muscles of the arm. Work with stretching exercises that stretch out the bicep and the flexors and extensors of the forearm and wrist. (See photo one.) Pretend you are hitting a ball without a racquet in your hand. (See photo two.) Repeat this swinging motion 100 times and rest for one minute. After the minute rest do another 100 repetitions. Do a total of three sets. The first set should be slow and deliberate, while the final two sets should be a little brisker. Remember it is important to work your arm at a sufficient level but don't go overboard. Pace yourself.
Prevention
There is no known ideal prevention method for racquetball elbow. Still there are some general rules that should be observed. Stroke the ball properly, avoid stressful situations and exercise the arm to increase both flexibility and strength.

A good preventative exercise for the racquet ailment is the wrist curl. (See photo four.) Take a dumbbell or a straight bar in an underhanded grip. Place the weight across a bench or rest the top of your wrist on your knee. Slowly flex your forearm and curl the weight upward. Be sure the arm stays put—don’t lift it! Remember the movement should be occurring only at the wrist joint.

Strengthening Next
The second phase of the rehabilitation program, muscular strengthening, involves the use of isometric exercise. An isometric exercise is a contraction of a muscle or muscle group against a fixed resistance. As a result little or no movement occurs at the joint. This is important because in the case of an injury like racquetball elbow such movement could conceivably further irritate the injured area.

The towel grip exercise is a good isometric exercise to employ when rehabilitating a racquetball elbow. (See photo three.) Grip the towel at both ends and extend your arms forward and straight ahead of you. Then pull on each end of the towel as if you were trying to pull it apart. Each contraction should last six to eight seconds and should be repeated three times.

The towel grip exercise contracts muscles of the forearm and the bicep muscle. These are the main muscle groups involved with the elbow problem. Now for a word of caution: if after a week of rest and rehabilitative exercise the pain is not diminished, consult a doctor. A physician may be able to provide a treatment plan designed to meet your specific needs.

Prevention is obviously the best way to approach a racquetball elbow. You’ve heard the saying “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.” Well it’s true, especially if the prevention can keep you from sustaining what could be a serious injury.

If it is available to you, you may want to try a multiple forearm exerciser. (See photo five.) This machine allows you to work the flexors and extensors in three directions: underhand grip, overhand grip and vertical grip.

There are certainly other exercises, techniques and machines that can be used to combat racquetball elbow. The ones I’ve listed are merely those that are most commonly available. If you have other suggestions to share with National Racquetball send them to me in care of the Editor, National Racquetball.

Good luck and have fun!
I am the director of New Haven's Downtown Racquet Club. It has been called "the finest racquetball and squash facility in New England." Each year a lot of people run around on our 20 courts banging balls up against the milky white walls.

The other day as I sat at my desk agonizing over month-end statements and paying bills, I happened to glance out of my office's large picture window that offers an unobstructed view of four courts and the lobby. It was mid-afternoon—that slow time of day that confounds and frustrates all racquet club owners who go to desperate but usually futile means to sell court hours. I was, therefore, surprised to see a fairly good sized crowd of spectators watching two young men battling on the glass walled championship court.

My curiosity aroused, plus welcoming a break from the arduous accounting tasks before me, I ambled over to join the gallery. The competitors were both club members, and they were whacking the ball around the court at the accelerated speed of howitzer shells. They displayed quite diverse styles. The dark haired lad was the "shooter," hitting boldly for the ultimate rollout whenever the opportunity arose. His blond opponent was the control player, mixing subtle pinches with occasional hard, deep drives. (I personally prefer and recommend the latter style of play.) The brunette played at the club at least five times a week, whereas I had not seen the light haired youngster for several months.

One of the onlookers standing next to me was quite obviously awed, especially by the blond kid's smooth strokes and graceful speed of foot. During some of the elongated rallies this gentleman would audibly oooh and aaah and shake his head in disbelief at the dazzling "touch" shots the lad was executing. Suddenly he turned to me and said "And he told me before starting to practice that he hasn't been on a court for almost half a year. It's almost criminal."

The individual making that remark rarely misses a day playing at the club. His office is located in the same building, so his fun and exercise are merely an elevator ride away. The facility had become a vital, integral part of his life, and his face and body showed it. When he first became a member, he appeared to be an overweight, middle-aged and underconditioned businessman heading inexorably toward a midlife coronary. Today, despite his stress filled occupation, he appears relaxed, in excellent physical condition and he truly loves racquetball. And while he has improved vastly over the past two years, he will probably never be any better than a so called "club player."

That is why, perhaps, he was so amazed by the seeming effortless ease with which that curly haired, blond youth moved about and hit the ball. The kid was always in the right place at the right time no matter where his equally adroit opponent hammered the ball.

As I continued to watch, particularly the tow headed lad with the striated, muscular legs of a jogger, I could not help but envision a lot of myself in him. About 25 years (and pounds) ago I also could run with his catlike agility and had similar reflexes on the tennis and squash courts. I, too, loved to hit change of pace shots that could jerk an adversary right out of his sneakers. In some ways it was more satisfying than just blasting every shot. So I rather admired the way this young man played.

At the end of the game a spontaneous smattering of applause accompanied these two fine athletes as they came off the court. The gentleman who had been so intently watching them play went up to the blond chap and asked "How can you hit the ball so crisply and accurately when you haven't been playing any racquetball up at college?"

The youth glanced over in my direction, winked, then turned to the man and replied "I guess I must have been born with natural ability."

There is a postscript to this story. The following weekend that same youngster returned to the club and teamed up with me to win the Connecticut Open B State Doubles title. His name is Gary.

It was the first time a father and son combination had annexed the prestigious crown.
To Bill Tanner on the Occasion of Being Awarded
“Athlete of the Year”

by the Tennessee Sports Hall of Fame

by Bob Kendler

The time has arrived to hoist up a banner
As a lasting tribute to good ole Tanner
For athletic honors and fans untold,
He has beaten them all, both young and old.

It’s great to have him sponsor our tour
It’s racquetball’s gain to have this do-er.
Players love Bill who’s helped many a boy
Talent and character, to him, are pure joy.

Cotton had Memphis to make it so great;
Tanner brought racquetball to its popular state.
He’ll make it more famous because he can win;
He’s a red hot contender in each match he’s in!

Let’s give a thought of concern and of care
To players and workers from everywhere
Who give of themselves and their checkbooks, too
For the game that’s become so important to you.

Bill there’s no doubt about it, you’re one of a kind
And we’re delighted that we should find
A championship friend... supportive... secure
A winner indeed, and a pal for sure!

We had no intention of turning your head,
Just want you to know we meant what was said.
You’ve a tight to be crowned “Athlete of the Year,”
For this we salute you and send up a cheer!

Shannon Wright a Superstar

Following the pattern that
Kathy Williams set in 1979 and
Heather McKay in 1980 Two
Time NRC Women’s Champ
Shannon Wright took third
place in “The Women Superstars,” which aired on ABC-TV
Sunday, March 1.

Wright won $14,000 by tying
with basketball’s Nancy
Lieberman in points accumu-
lated in the series of events
held Feb. 11-13 at Key Bisc-
ayne, FL. Racquetball’s
Wright was the only non-bas-
ketball player to finish in the
top three. Ann Meyers won
first and Carol Blazejowski
came in second.

Other contestants, none of
whom competed in their own
professional sport, were Leah
Poulos-Mueller (speed skating),
Gayle Olinakova (marathon
running), Dorothy Hamill (ice
skating), Patty Ann (bowling),
Tauna Vandeweghe (swim-
mimg), Lisa-Marie Morerod
(skiing) and Jennifer Chandler
(diving).

Wright earned 30 points by
winning first in basketball,
second in the bike race and
tennis, third in swimming and
fourth in rowing. She also
competed in the obstacle
course and 60 yard dash.

Last year Three Time Men’s
Champ Marty Hogan won third
in the overall men’s Superstars
competition after taking first in
his preliminary division and
current Women’s Champ
McKay took third in her TV
encounter. At the time
Williams competed in the
women Superstars she held a
number 12 pro racquetball
rank.
Healthy Reading

"Vitamins are organic compounds necessary in small amounts in the diet for the normal growth and maintenance of life of animals, including man. "They do not provide energy, nor do they construct or build any part of the body. They are needed for transforming foods into energy and body maintenance. There are 13 or more of them, and if any is missing, a deficiency disease becomes apparent."

That excerpt is an example of crystal clear writing on complicated subjects that's yours for the asking in booklets you can receive from the U.S. government's Consumer Information Center, Department Z, Pueblo, CO 81009.

Among the pamphlets put out for consumers seeking unbiased information on nutrition are "Some Facts and Myths of Vitamins," "The Confusing World of Health Foods," "Dietary Guidelines for Americans," "More than You Ever Thought You Would Know about Food Additives" and "A Primer on Dietary Minerals."

The Dalmatian Doesn't Play

Tony and JoAnne D'Alessio play racquetball on their own court 40 miles from Honolulu on Oahu's north shore, next to the family home. Tony spent $35,000 and much of his own labor to construct the building made of hollow tile and cement blocks, with all dimensions and details conforming to USRA rules. The court even has a small, but cozy, viewing area.

Sean's Space Game

Somewhere out there Sean Connery finds a racquetball court in this scene from the outer space Western, Outland, released May 2.

The man who made double 0 a winner stars with Peter Boyle in the film, a Ladd Company production for Warner Brothers. If you're looking for more racquetball on the big screen, watch your neighborhood theater for Night School. Ektelon supplied racquets to Lorimar Productions for the thriller's racquetball sequence in a girls' school.
McKay's Gracious Victory

Heather McKay, veteran squash champ and one of the top pros on the women's racquetball tour, won $1,000 by beating Vern Roberts, number two on the United States Handball Association tour, in a hands versus racquet match Jan. 24 at Killshot, Ltd. in Bloomingdale, IL.

"I trained by going into a court and hitting a handball to become accustomed to the different bounce I would be experiencing," says McKay, who won over Roberts 21-15, 21-15. "I had never played against a handball player before."

"I think her squash background was a great help," says Roberts. The editor of the association's Handball magazine who has been playing on the USHA pro tour for two years, added "squash gave her an amazing ability to control the ball. I never felt so helpless on a handball court before."

The opponents played with a standard Spalding handball that, according to Roberts, "traveled out of her racquet at speeds that felt like 180 to 200 miles an hour."

But despite the fact that McKay made him feel "helpless," Roberts enjoyed the encounter. "Her reputation is well deserved," he says. "She's a gracious lady."

Court Soccer Break

Court Soccer is taking off, after a flurry of response to last October's "New Games in Court" story in National Racquetball.

Lee Jones, Director Product Development of AMF Voit, reports that the first court soccer tournament was a success in December at the Dell Amo All"Pro Athletic Club in Torrance, CA and that formal court soccer programs are underway in at least four facilities: Y.M.C.A. of Springfield, IL; Point Set Tennis and Racquetball Club of Bay Shore, NY; Spaulding Racquetball Club of Hazelwood, MO, and Racquetball Plus and Nautilus of Decatur, IL.

The big break for the game is the decision by the California High School ruling body that court soccer is an individual sport, not in conflict with high school soccer. This allows coaches to let their students play the game without harming their eligibility for the school's team game.

One coach, Harry Bald of North Torrance High School, now uses court soccer once a week for a change-of-pace practice session for his team. Torrance Court Club gives Bald use of the courts for a dollar a session weekdays between 1 and 4 p.m.

Racquetball Stretches

The routines pictured here are the ones John E. Beaulieu recommends for racquetball players in his book, Stretching for All Sports.

Beaulieu, a Black Belt holder, has been using stretching exercises for 14 years as he trained for and taught karate. The forward to his book presents his case for stretching. Ronald E. Culp, athletic trainer for the Portland Trailblazers basketball team, writes: "In eight years of National Basketball Association training there have been noticeable changes. Years one through five offered our ... players no sustained or organized stretching program resulting in numerous hamstring and groin injuries ... Over the last three years a strong, daily, structured stretching program has resulted in the virtual elimination of those injuries."

In his book Beaulieu suggests that athletes start with "pre-screening" exercises that reveal existing levels of flexibility before they begin a series of stretches that progress from easy to difficult. Photos and drawings explain each series.

Stretching for All Sports is available through The Athletic Press, P.O. Box 2314-D, Pasadena, CA 91105.
The USAA staff recently compiled a basic racquetball safety list for the National Safety Council. Here’s an expanded version of those safety suggestions.

**A general word of caution:** Never play racquetball in a rubber wet suit (the kind that manufacturers claim will help you perspire off extra weight). It is important that you expose your body to the air so your body can dissipate the heat generated by racquetball’s vigorous movements.

### Head, mouth and eyes
- Racquets present the greatest danger to the head and mouth, while the ball is most dangerous to the eyes. Always wear eye-guards even when practicing.
- Give your opponent adequate space to make a complete swing with his or her racquet.
- When your opponent is behind you, look back to see where the ball is and where your opponent is going to aim it. A word of caution here: do not attempt to turn around and look without wearing eye-guards and do watch your opponent actually strike the ball. The object is to recognize the targeted area in which the ball is aimed, then to make sure you are not in the path of the ball or in too close range of the other player’s swing.
- Give your opponent space. Don’t assume that your partner will keep your safety in mind. Your opponent is watching the ball first and you second.
- By all means wear the wrist thong while playing, in case the racquet should slip from your hand.
- Some specifics to remember that will help guard against eye injuries:
  1. Play more defensively and less close.
  2. Give the novice player more room.
  3. Take more care at the end of a tight match or when tired.
  4. Give the opponent a fair shot at the ball.
  5. Shorten your swing.
  6. Call hinders before you hit your opponent with the ball or racquet.
  7. Wear eye protectors even if you’re wearing prescription glasses. (Or use eyeguards made with your prescription.)

### Shoulders
"Wall crashing" is the result of racing toward either side wall, overrunning the ball and slamming into the wall, usually shoulder high with the arm pinioned between body and wall. (See photo A.) Shoulder dislocation, bumps and bruises can result.

To correct this common problem:
1. Practice hitting from a racquet and arm’s length from the wall. (See photo B.)
2. Do a series of 10 shots forehand and 10 shots backhand from each wall, trying to hit “wallpaper” balls (balls very close to the wall).
3. If a crash is imminent, learn to break your crash by using the hand and arm nearest the wall as a kind of shock absorber, insulating the body from the direct shock. (See photo C.)
Wall crashing can dislocate your shoulder.

Photo A

Back

According to Robert G. Addison, M.D., of the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago, quoted in National Racquetball magazine, a racquetball player's back is most vulnerable when he or she is out of balance, out of control or reaching and twisting to make a shot.

To keep your body in good alignment:

1. When anticipating a shot have both feet firmly on the floor with your weight evenly distributed between them.
2. Bend your knees and hips.
3. Tighten your stomach and buttock muscles and be at right angles to the ball when you hit it.
4. Never reach for the ball with your feet and knees heading in one direction and your shoulders and torso twisted in another.

Do the muscle strengthening and warmup exercises described on these pages.

Photo B

Break your crash with your hand and arm.

Photo C

Warm up with the crossover.

Photo D

Photo E

Lower trunk rotation is a good back warm-up.

Photo F

Practice hitting from a racquet and arm's length from the wall.
Knees
The best way to prevent knee injuries is to avoid leaping or diving after the ball. Many times the first part of the body to strike the floor after a racquetball dive is the knee. This can lead to dislocations or bumps, bruises and floor burns. If you're entering a tournament in which you think you might have to be diving, wear a knee pad. (Experience shows you land on your right knee if you're right handed.)

Legs
Most black and blue circles, commonly known as "racquetball donuts," appear on the legs because the player is in the path of the ball as it is being returned to the front wall by the opponent. Though painful for a few seconds the bruises are not a serious injury. To avoid "donuts":
1. Give the other player a lane or zone which is the logical path for his or her shot to the front wall.
2. Avoid the practice of blindly facing toward the front wall when your opponent is hitting the ball behind you; glance back (wearing eyeguards) to see where the ball is most likely to land and move away from the path of the ball.
3. Move back toward center court after each shot you make to avoid being pinned in an awkward spot that makes you vulnerable.

More serious than "donuts" are the muscle and ligament tears that result when a player skips warmup exercises before a game. To help avoid tears and sprains always do five to 10 minutes of stretching exercises before you play. Wear warmups to add some heat before the body supplies its own warmth.

Ankles and Feet
Most racquetball foot injuries are caused by wearing the wrong shoes, slipping on a wet court floor or not doing warmups. A specific warmup exercise for the ankles is to point your toe up and down and then rotate each ankle 10 times. (See photos G, H.) Always take time to wipe the floor to remove drops of perspiration that fall to the floor during the game.

Footwear for racquetball players should provide support and ease of movement. Look for:
1. A reinforced toe. Without reinforcement the toe wears out, leaving a tear that is easy to trip on.
2. Good support.
3. A sole that grips without sticking and plants firmly on the floor. Gum rubber works well.
4. A toe that is squared off and level so the heel doesn’t rock.
5. A tongue that’s padded and slit near the top to accommodate laces, so they stay in place for the game’s short, lateral movements.

Hawaiian top amateur player, Owen Lovell, had to sit out the Catalina Pro-Am Classic as a spectator last January after an earlier racquetball leap put him in a cast for a sprained ankle.

To ward off blisters wear a shoe with a padded collar and two pairs of socks.

Muscle-building and Warm-up Exercises for Your Back

General Instructions
1. Do the following exercises on a firm surface like the floor or an exercise mat; a bed is too soft.
2. Lie on your back.
4. Continue with each exercise until you begin to tire or, if your back is stiff, until your discomfort increases.

Abdominal Muscle Builders
1. Pelvic tilt—Bend your knees and, by tightening your buttocks and stomach muscles, press the small of your back against the surface you’re lying on. When you have mastered the tilt with your knees bent, progress to doing the exercises with your knees straight.
2. Straight leg raises—Assume and hold a pelvic tilt. While keeping your knees straight and your ankle flexed upward, slowly lift your right leg off the floor as high as possible and then return it to the floor. Repeat with the left leg.
3. Knee to nose—Assume and hold a pelvic tilt. Keeping your left leg flat, bring your right knee to your chest and your nose to meet the knee. Return your right leg to the floor and repeat with the left knee and then both knees. You may use your hands to pull your knees into your chest.

Warm-ups
1. Crossover—keeping your knees straight, touch the big toe of your right foot to the floor on your left as you turn your head to the right. Repeat touching the big toe of your left foot to the floor on your right as you turn your head to the left. Keep your shoulders flat on the floor.
2. Lower trunk rotation—Bend your knees and bring your feet up to your hips. Keeping your shoulders flat on the floor, rock your knees to touch the floor on the left and then the right.

Ter ankle rotations can prevent a sprain.
Ask the Champ

by Marty Hogan

Three Time and Current Champion Marty Hogan, a Leach player who won the $30,000 first prize in the June Nationals in Las Vegas, answers questions about improving your game in this exclusive National Racquetball series. Send your questions to Marty Hogan, c/o Ask the Champ, Managing Editor, National Racquetball, 4101 Dempster, Skokie, IL 60076.

Balancing out the Strengths and Weaknesses

Question: A few months ago you asked for commentary about your idea for new rules that would give the server one serve instead of two with a shorter game. I was immediately impressed with the idea and tried it for size. The result was a minor revolution in my own interest in the game, which definitely moves faster and with more intensity than with the old rules by which it seemed that everything centered (like tennis) upon the technique of serving (no hum). The new rules direct more attention to a whole action part, the serve return, which I feel during the length of the match, nullifies one player's strengths and another's weaknesses. The pros have tried new scoring systems in two tournaments that I have played and it has been very successful, and we are considering a new scoring system for pros to add to the excitement of what is already the most exciting game.

Avoidable comments to the answer of this question:
I feel I have the best serve.
I feel I have the best return.
I don't care how many points we play up to, I will still win better than 90 percent of all tournaments I enter.

P.S. I just lost David E. Dodge as a fan.

Hogan: Thanks for your comments about your one serve games. I feel a change in the scoring system would be good as one way to keep the players and the fans more interested in the game. The revised sequence in outthroat and doubles—when you blow it there's a better chance to get back to the bat. Could you get some representation of yourself on the new ESPN sports cablevision channel? Racquetball, like volleyball, is nearly non-existent there. I have never seen you play at all.

I don't know who called you all brawn and no brain, but he's a complete ass. You have given the game a better image than anyone. While there is a contender who does fit the all-brawn-less-brain image, it is not you. With all best wishes, I am, David E. Dodge • Sanibel Island, FL

Hogan: Thanks for your comments about your one serve games. I feel a change in the scoring system would be good as one way to keep the players and the fans more interested about every point which takes place in a contest. But I think your method is a little too drastic for major competition. For one I don't believe everyone needs a one serve handicap. Serve and serve return are the two most important parts to anyone's game. So I feel you could destroy the most offensive part of the game, the serve, and the most defensive part, the serve return, which I feel during the length of the match, nullifies one player's strengths and another's weaknesses. The pros have tried new scoring systems in two tournaments that I have played and it has been very successful, and we are considering a new scoring system for pros to add to the excitement of what is already the most exciting game.
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Finding the Sweetspot
by Mike Yellen

In this exclusive National Racquetball series Mike Yellen, second place winner at the 1980 Nationals, discusses topics that come up in clinics he runs for his sponsor, Ektelon.

It isn't enough to get a piece of the ball. In order for your racquet to really do the job for which it was intended, the ball has to contact its sweetspot.

"Sweet" is a good word for it because that is exactly what it feels like when you hit the ball correctly. The contact feels sharp and firm. The ball explodes off the racquet face as though it was shot from a cannon.

"Spot" isn't such a good word choice because the sweetspot is really an area of the racquet five or six strings square. It varies in shape, size and position according to the shape of the racquet's face and how its weight is distributed. Although the sweetspot isn't in the geometrical center of the racquet, it is generally close to it.

We've all experienced what happens when we make contact near the perimeter of the racquet. The ball just sort of blops forward or may go off at an oblique angle.

The first occurs because all the strings aren't working together. The force is being damped and unnecessary vibration created. Also when a fast moving ball contacts the side of a wide faced racquet, it tends to turn the racquet face in your hand. You lose a degree of control.

By making contact near the center of equilibrium of the racquet face you minimize damping and maximize the spring inherent in the strings. You have greater control and power.

You can see how this works by taking your racquet and letting it bounce off the heel of your hand. When you contact the sweetspot, the racquet springs out. Away from that area it doesn't bounce as high and may tend to turn in your hand.

The question, then, is "How do you increase the percentage of shots taken on the sweetspot?"

Tom Brownlee, a former pro at Michigan's Southfield Athletic Club who got me started in racquetball, also taught me how to make good contact with the ball. His technique was deceptively simple: he just removed all of my racquet strings except the six vertical and six horizontal strings that comprise the sweetspot. I had no choice but to learn how to hit the ball correctly because it just slid though the strings otherwise.

I recommend this technique for anyone.

Remove all but the six vertical and six horizontal strings which cross at the sweetspot.
Find the sweetspot of your racquet by lightly bouncing it against the heel of your hand. The racquet will spring away better when the sweetspot is connected.

Now when you practice, you will be forced to hit the sweetspot every shot. The ball will obviously pass right through the spaces in the corners of the racquet and rebound poorly from the one way string areas.

Naturally you don’t want to unstring your best tournament racquet for the sake of this drill, but most players have an old beginner’s model lying around. If not you can find a $10 or $15 racquet at one of the discount stores. Maybe a couple of your friends can split the cost with you.

In any case find your racquet’s sweetspot using the technique I mentioned earlier and remove all but those strings. You can then use this modified racquet for drills and practice games.

You’ll soon discover that the real lesson here is to keep your eye on the ball. Watching the ball all the way into the strings is the secret to making good contact.

We all know it. We just don’t do it. This racquet leaves you no choice.

Take a half hour a couple of times a week to go through all of your forehand and backhand shots. You’ll spend some frustrating moments starting off, but you’ll see that you soon get the hang of it.

Naturally there are some shots which are all but impossible to pick up with a racquet strung in this fashion, a wallpaper ball for example.

But I think that a little time working out with a six string racquet is a must for anyone with ambitions to join the upper levels of the sport.

Tom used it to become one of the top players in Michigan and the technique has done okay by me too.
Stroke Success with a Ball and a Frisbee

by Terry Fancher

Information in this story is based on Racquetball 1, 2, 3, published by the Athletic Institute, North Palm Beach, FL, and written by Fancher, USRA director, who holds a masters degree in physical condition from the University of Wisconsin. Fancher is a veteran teacher and player.

Whether you're a beginner or an advanced player, you're looking for ways to improve your strokes. Often mere repeats of the stroke itself may do nothing but perpetuate incorrect techniques.

When you try these training aids, you'll find that you're looking at your strokes in a new light.

1. **Forehand.** Throw the racquetball to the front wall with a sidearm motion that you would use if you were throwing a baseball. The forehand swing is almost an exact duplication of a sidearm baseball throw. Step up to the short line on the court, and throw the ball with a lateral motion about four feet high on the front wall. Anyone who can execute this throw will find it easy to learn to hit a forehand. The only difference will be that the ball will be struck farther away from the hand by the racquet itself. Don't scoff at this aid just because you've been playing awhile. After you try the throw, you might discover that you've been stroking your forehand in incorrect ways that could include not extending your elbow on contact with the ball. This aid emphasizes that in a correct swing your elbow should precede the racquet.

To execute the throw properly:
- Turn the feet to face the right side wall, while bringing the right hand back along with the right foot. (All of these directions are for right handed players.)
- Move your left foot in the direction of the ball from the starting position and make a sidearm serve forward, directing the ball back to the front wall, snapping the wrist at the point of contact with the ball.
- Think of the turn, step and serve in that order with the hips leading the movement followed by the shoulders, arm and finally the snap of the wrist. Think of snapping a flyswatter with a lateral swing.
2. **Backhand.** Throw a frisbee across your body from left to right. Making a backhand swing is very similar to throwing a frisbee after turning your body to face the left side wall. Just as you must bring a frisbee up to a position just behind the left ear, so must you bring the racquet to a cocked position prior to swinging at the ball with a backhand stroke. To make sure this frisbee training will help your backhand keep the following in mind:

- Turn the feet to face the left side wall by bringing the frisbee back along with the left foot. The right foot is about a foot in front of the left and the feet are shoulder width apart. Do not lean forward and bend from the hips during the backhand swing. For further preparation turn the hips and left shoulder as far toward the back wall as your body’s flexibility will permit. This extra turn will allow you to make a more complete rotation as you throw the frisbee (and eventually as you hit the ball).
- Move your foot in the direction of the front wall at which you’re aiming the frisbee and begin a lateral swing forward.
- Let the hips swivel toward the front wall and then allow the shoulders to move forward.
- Extend your arm completely and release the frisbee with a snap of your wrist.

3. **Off the Back Wall.** Carry a mug of water two-thirds full holding it by the handle (without spilling any) while running toward the back wall. In retreating to the back wall the backward motion should be a crossover step, left foot over the right or even a complete turn to face the back wall. Carrying the water is good for your off-the-back wall stroke for two reasons:

1. The water will spill if the glass is not held erect, just as the racquet should be and
2. If the water will slosh around if the backward motion isn’t smooth as it should be when retrieving an off-the-back wall shot.

4. **Serving.** Tape small bore paper rifle targets to the front wall. (You can buy the targets at discount stores for $1.50 for 20 or so. I think it’s better to tape these targets to the walls than to practice in a court with targets painted on it because it’s easier to concentrate on the one target at a time.)
the racquet up in the cocked position and keep your head still while swinging, looking at the ball and keeping the target pictured in your mind. By hitting the target area on this drive serve, you will force the ball to rebound into the deep, left corner of the court.

Z: Place the target on the front wall a foot from the juncture of the front wall and right side wall, about six feet from the floor. Again face the right wall as shown in the photo. To generate enough force on the ball exaggerate the snap of your wrist as you stroke the ball. As you hit the ball with your racquet, think of throwing the ball into the target with a hard, sidearm motion, and—as in any serve—step toward the target with your left foot. The rebound of this Z serve will force the ball to come back just behind your body (as server) and angle into the left side wall and kick out toward the receiver parallel to the back wall.

Lob: Think of an imaginary target (since it would be too difficult to pin the target up there) 12 feet higher than the target for the drive serve—about two-thirds up from the floor. To execute this lob serve stand in the same positions as before, but emphasize the slowness of your serve on its way to your front wall imagined target. Bring the racquet gently under the ball, causing the ball to hit the target and then arc high as the ball descends into the left corner. Think of lofting a softball to your target on the front wall with an exaggerated underhand throw. You might give yourself help with your lob by using another training aid—an actual softball, which you can throw at your target with an underhand pitch.
zone on the ceiling three to six feet from
the front wall. Preparation for this shot is
important since it takes longer to execute
than the forehead ceiling shot. Bring the
frisbee into a cocked position six inches
behind the left ear as the left foot turns to
face the left side wall. Then release the
frisbee as you transfer your weight to your
right foot. Turn your hips and shoulders as
far back as possible while you prepare for
the throw and step toward your target with
the right foot uncoiling your hips,
shoulders and arm, and finally snap
through with your wrist.

of two inch red tape on the front wall as
high as you can reach, dividing the wall
into two equal sections. Form the Roman
numeral I in the left half and II in the right.
Use these areas as broad targets for prac­
ticing accurate pass shots. Stand between
center court and either the left or right
side wall, depending on the zone to which
you’re hitting.

You’ll find that you must take a full swing
with an extended arm and that you must
follow through if you are going to make
the ball land in the front wall zone and
then rebound to one deep corner or the
other after the ball has glanced off one of
the side walls. Practice this down-the-line
pass into each zone, aiming for different
heights within the zone from three feet to
five feet.

V (Cross Court). Tape a one foot square in
the center of the front wall with the
bottom edge about three feet from the
floor. Stand in the back court near one
side wall, then the other. Take a forehand
or backhand swing, aiming at the square
so that the path of the ball will form a V
on its route from your racquet back to the
other side of the back court.

7. Killshot. Line up four empty racquetball
cans a foot apart starting in the right hand
front corner. Take a racquetball in your
right hand, stand at the short service line
and make a low sidearm throw while tak­
ing a long stride with your left foot toward
one of the cans. Not having a racquet will
force you to bend lower to strike the ball,
thus maintaining the low, lateral move­
ment necessary to hit a killshot. Go down
the line, hitting each of the cans. To
practice a backhand kill, use a frisbee and
switch the cans to the other corner. •
LEARN TO HIT WITH
MIKE YELLEN
AND
DON THOMAS

Mike Yellen, known for his analytical approach to the game, and Don Thomas, advocate of "power with a purpose", can take your game apart and help you put it back together to win at Terry Fancher's Racquetball Camps. Each weekly session (Monday thru Friday) will include video tape instruction, individual stroke analysis, 4 to 1 student-to-teacher ratio, drills and strategy sessions.

For players of any age, camp is open to the following ability groups: beginners, advanced players, intermediates and tournament players. Isn't it time you let us help improve your game? Choose one of these convenient sites! Overnight accommodations are optional.

Mike Yellen in Chicago
The Charlie Club Resort and Hotel, Palatine, Illinois

Chicago, Illinois
Session I July 5-10
Session II July 12-17
Session III July 19-24

Wall, New Jersey
Session IV August 19-24
Session V August 16-21

Don Thomas in New Jersey
What's Your Racquet, Wall, New Jersey

My game could stand some improvement. Please send me information on your summer racquetball camps.

Name ____________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________
City ___________________________ State ___________________________ Zip _______
Phone ___________________________ Session number ___________________ 

Terry Fancher's Racquetball Camps
4101 Dempster St.
Skokie, IL 60076
Phone: 312-673-4000

□ To ensure a reservation, enclosed is my $100 deposit
Tuition for All Sessions is $340
Discount for USRA members $325
APRO Teaches . . .
The Right Way to Take Center Court
by Wayne Franke

Wayne Franke, who has earned APRO’s “professional” certification, is manager/owner of Fall Racquetball Club in Menomonee Falls, WI. Franke holds a masters degree in physical education from Northern Illinois University. This article is part of an exclusive National Racquetball series by members of the American Professional Racquetball Organization, which certifies instructors at clinics around the country.

One of the biggest problems beginners have in playing racquetball is understanding the concept of playing center court.

After just a few hours of play novices discover that by staying in the middle of the court they can be more accurate with shots and that they don’t have to move very far to return an opponent’s shot. This is good positioning as long as the ball is being hit along the side walls. Problems arise when a player hits the ball into center court and tries to stay in center court, too. This can be dangerous for the player and frustrating for his opponent.

The player who "plunks" himself in center court in front of his opponent who is attempting a shot is not only hindering his opponent, but he also risks being hit by his opponent’s racquet. As an instructor you must make the student aware of these dangers and convince him or her that proper positioning affords a better view of the opponent’s next shot.

Teachers instruct beginners to position themselves properly according to the rules. The rules state that at all times you must give your opponent a direct shot and a cross court passing shot to the front wall. This means that when a player hits a ball into the center of the court, he must give up his center court position and move out of his opponent's way. This can be a hard concept to incorporate into play once the student has found taking center court is to his advantage. He must be taught that position is earned by hitting good shots that allow him to remain in center court.

Tell the beginner to watch the ball at all times—not to turn his back to his opponent and duck every time a ball is hit behind him. He can be hit by the return shot—or worse—his opponent’s racquet, resulting in an avoidable hinder call. Then, too, he can’t pick up the flight of the ball until it hits the front wall, so he’s lost valuable reaction time.

Teach that proper positioning is three to four feet in front of the opponent and off the opponent’s inside shoulder.

Give your students the following quiz:
1. Do you usually have three or more ball marks on your body after a match?
2. Have you been hit by your opponent’s racquet more than twice in the last year?
3. Does your opponent often hold back on his swing and call for a hinder?
4. Have you been pushed by an opponent so that he can take his shot?
5. Have you ever had an opponent walk off the court in the middle of a match in frustration?

Score:
Three or more “yes” answers—We suggest more lessons.
One or two “yes” answers—The student is aware, but these mistakes should serve as a reminder.
0 “yes” answers—Your student has mastered the center court concept. Move on to other skills.

First in Ohio
APRO President Chuck Shefte! traveled to Congress Park Circuit Courts, one of the seven Dayton area Circuit Court clubs, to run a clinic Feb. 21 and 22 that attracted 13 racquetball instructors from Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky to the first APRO clinic in Ohio.

On Saturday teaching pros assembled on the court with notebooks and pens to watch drill demonstrations and discuss instructional methods, and on Sunday pros seeking APRO certification took a written and practical test.

The American Professional Racquetball Organization, whose members write this ongoing National Racquetball feature, offers teaching and certification clinics throughout the country. For dates and places contact APRO, 730 Pine, Deerfield, IL 60015, 312-945-4678.

APRO’s third annual convention in Chicago July 31 to August 2 will feature Top NRC Pro Dave Peck as keynote speaker and a racquet testing session by Racquetball industry magazine. Watch this APRO column for more information.
What's the Call?
by Dan Bertolucci

How many serves when the ball leaves the court?

Charles Kirschke from Redford, MI writes "a friend of mine was recently in a match where the following situation occurred: he hit his first serve short. His second serve was put into play and a four to six shot rally followed. The rally ended when the ball left the court, under rule 4.9(e) (1) which states: "any ball returned to the front wall which on the rebound or on the first bounce goes into the gallery or through any opening in a side wall shall be declared dead and the serve replayed."

His next serve was long and his opponent stated that he was out. I had never heard of this situation so I read through the rule books that I own. I came up with rule 4.9(e) (1) but I cannot determine whether or not my friend's opponent was correct. I have also checked with the pro at the club where I play and she agreed with me that my friend was entitled to another serve, but she was unable to find the rule that supported her view in the shot that we talked about. Would you please send me the answer and your interpretation to this situation?

First of all congratulations on submitting one of the most thought provoking "What's the Call?" questions this office has received. For a brief moment or two your question puzzled even the most astute rules interpreters. In any case let me inform you that your interpretation along with that of your club pro's was the correct one. Since a legal rally had begun as governed by Rule 4.9.-Rallies. "Each legal return after the serve is called a rally . . . ," an out of court ball as you described results in a replay of the entire rally, with two serves to the server. One way in which this situation might have been interpreted as a side out would have been if the server would have hit an "out of court serve—ie: any ball going out of the court on the serve is an out of court serve," "Out of Court Serves" fall under Rule 4.5.-Fault Serves, which state that "The following serves are faults and any two in succession result in a hand out or side out . . . (f) Out of Court Serve."

Steve Ogden of the Cherry Creek Sporting House in Denver, CO had several problems develop during a recently concluded event. One area of concern was that revolving around "wet gloves"—whether or not they constitute a time out against the offender. The answer to Steve is "yes." If a player wants to change the glove and cannot do so during normal play stoppage or rest periods, then he or she must do so on his or her own time—namely by using one of the three rest periods available during the first two games and the two for the tie-breaker.

Dan Bertolucci is director of the NRC, governing body for professional racquetball, and is a longtime racquetball referee. Send him your questions about rules c/o National Racquetball, 4101 Dempster, Skokie 60076.
To help clear up some of the problems which occur on site during competition, tournament directors can have USAA rule books on hand. Just send us a copy of your rule book requests for your tournament to me at USRA, 4101 Dempster, Skokie, IL 60076.

The responsibility of the tournament director to be the one true authority on disputed calls. With rule book in hand the director is much more likely to make the correct decision regarding a question arising.

Although the sport of racquetball is still experimenting with scoring systems, length of time outs and other variables, it is important to have a standard to go by until the dust settles.

Terry Fancher

USRA State Affiliates

Alabama
Jerry O’Neal
2704 Mount Royal Cir. Birmingham 35205
205-870-7924

Alaska
Dino Paolini
630 East Tudor Rd. Anchorage 99503

Arizona
Woodo Woodman
Route 8, Box 374
Tucson 85710
602-296-7063

Arkansas
James Bixler
2801 Ridgeway Rd. Pine Bluff 72603
501-879-4656

California
Scott Deeds
5600 Apian Way
Long Beach 90803
213-439-5838

Colorado
Paul Swoboda
c/o City Hall
1777 Broadway Boulder 80307
303-441-3400

Connecticut
Jack Frin
167 High St.
Naugatuck 06770
203-729-9546

Delaware
Eric Fields
75 East Main St. Box 174
Newark 19711
302-368-1866

Florida
Carl Dean
8515 S.W. 121st St.
Miami 33165
305-335-6205

Georgia
Wayne Vincent
3288 Coachie Dr.
Atlanta 30329
404-432-2102
(Allstate)
404-281-6065

Hawaii
Jane Goodsell
The Courthouse
45608 Kam Hwy.
Kaneohe 96744
808-235-5839

Idaho
Dirk Burgard
130 N. Placer
Idaho Falls 83401
208-523-0890

Illinois
Jim Stotz
c/o Aurora YMCA
460 Garfield
Aurora 60506
312-996-9782

Indiana
Bill Lindner
P.O. Box 26065
Indianapolis 46226
317-235-8222 (Off.)

Iowa
Greg Sieger
Co-Chairman
2525 Nevada
Davenport 52804
319-386-6310

Nick Palen
Co-Chairman
1622 Park Town
Lane N.E. Apr. 1
Cedar Rapids 52402

Kansas
Dick Newcomer
11301 W. 88th St.
Overland Park 66214
913-889-9247

Kentucky
Ray Sabbatine Jr.
500 Lake Tower Dr.
Unit #110
Lexington 40502
606-269-4266

Louisiana
Ron Jeter
6543 Renair Ave.
Baton Rouge 70806
504-923-0271

Maine
Danny Sullivan
7 Arlington Ave.
Westbrook 04092
207-854-8623

Dave Travis
Co-Chairman
27 Rocky Hill Rd
Cape Elizabeth 04107

Maryland
Suan Thomas
Racquetball International
Endicott Plaza
Danvers 01923
617-774-2944

Massachusetts
Jim McConchie
RB International
12 "A" Street
Burlington 01803

Joanne Johnson
Co-Chairman
RB International
12 "A" Street
Burlington 01803

Michigan
Dennis Wood
2808 S. Deerfield
Lansing 48910
517-882-8789

Minnesota
Robert M. Adam
RB Assoc.
8171 Brook Drive
Edina 55436
612-835-6515

Mississippi
Chuck Milner
2625 Courtous Circle
Jackson 39208
601-932-4800

Missouri
Bruce Greenbaum
408 W. 104th, Suite B
Kansas City 64114
816-942-6969

Thaddeus (Ted) Podgorny
Co-Chairman
17613 Lansdowne #4
Independence 64055
816-373-0672

Montana
Dave Shelton
404 23rd Avenue N.E.
Great Falls 59404
406-453-5504

Nebraska
Tom Schuessler
1418 S. 114th Street
Omaha 68137

Nevada
Phil Waldman
5248 Caspian Dr.
Las Vegas 89116
702-873-7349

New Hampshire
Bill LeFrancisco
44 Hillcrest Ave.
Manchester 03103
603-699-4321

New Jersey
Doug Carr
23 Holmes Lane
Marlton 08053
609-983-3650

New Mexico
Gary Macaroff
8904 Snowhitey N.E.
Albuquerque 87112
505-206-1781

New York
Jim Winterton
240A Washington
Paughkepolie, 12601
914-452-0271

New York
Upstate Assn.
Jim Rougeux
Westvale Clubhouse
3328 W. Tennessee St.
Syracuse 13219
315-488-3126 (Off.)
315-446-9159 (Res.)

North Carolina
Jim Adams
Carolina Court Inc.
1207 Front Street
Raleigh 27609
919-322-5133 (Off.)
919-556-1256 (Res.)

North Dakota
Andeem Langlass
1612 E. Gateway Cir.
Fargo 58103
701-237-4905

Ohio
Polo Atkins
2500 Hollyview, N.E.
North Canton 44721
216-482-7210

Ohio
Brenda Bell
Racquetball International
12 "A" Street
Burlington 01803

Ohio
Bob Beauchemin
1612 E. Gateway Cir.
Fargo 58103
701-237-4905

Oklahoma
Polo Atkins
2500 Hollyview, N.E.
North Canton 44721
216-482-7210

Oklahoma
Bill Stewart
1618 S. Beech St.
Broken Arrow 74012
918-452-5050 (Off.)
918-258-2602 (Res.)

Oregon
Mollie Mankertz
Lloyd Center Court
815 N. Nalsey
Portland 97232
503-287-4340

Pennsylvania
Jim Pruit
Center City Sports Club
1818 Market Street
Philadelphia 19103
215-993-0903

Rhode Island
Jerry Melerango
15 Rena Street
N. Providence 02911
401-274-6900 #569

South Carolina
Hayward Thompson
121 Doyle Drive
Greenville 29609
864-242-9599 (Off.)
803-244-9266 (Res.)

South Dakota
Harvey Magee
Supreme Cts., R&B & Fitness
4020 Jackson Blvd.
Rapid City 57701

South Dakota
Doug Schneider
Co-Chairman
Box 702
Sioux Falls 57110
605-338-3233

Tennessee
Lyle Adams
5650 Poplar, Suite #303
Memphis 38157
901-761-2214

Texas
Dewey Strickland
2500 Inwood
Houston 77019
713-529-7202

Utah
Vincent Brown
4300 South 300 West
Murray 84107
801-262-9414

Virginia
Bob Beauchemin
29 Church Rd.
Richmond 33466
802-663-9548

West Virginia
Joe Wurks
4912 Hammers Rd.
Madison 55711
606-637-8746

Wisconsin
Nick Palen
P.O. Box 218
Sterling 22170
702-873-7349

Wyoming
Dan Selk
Teton Courts
911 Flag Drive
Hartville 82501
307-866-5424

Canada
Canadian Racquet. Assn.
333 River Road
Valley City, Ontario
K1L 8B9
613-745-1247
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Send your rule book requests for your tournament to me at USRA, 4101 Dempster, Skokie, IL 60076.

—Terry Fancher
Meet Your State Chairmen

Iowa's Greg Steger and Nick Palen

Just about the time Greg Steger was renting an old wooden racquet for 25 cents at the Davenport Y, Nick Palen was swinging a paddle at a racquetball at the University of Iowa over in Iowa City.

Now—12 years later—Steger, 32, and Palen, 30, have teamed up to represent the USRA as Iowa state co-chairmen.

The pair met often at tournaments, which they've been playing since 1974, and two years ago they offered to head racquetball activities in a state that, according to Steger, "is still in its infancy in terms of club and tournament players."

Racquetball growth has been orderly—but limited—in Iowa. "About one new club's been going up each year," Steger says.

Today there are facilities in Steger's town of Davenport and in Cedar Rapids, where Palen lives, and in Muscatine, Mason City, Burlington, Ames, Sioux City, Des Moines and Iowa City.

"The university in Iowa City has an active program with 20 courts, a challenge court and a league," Palen reports.

Palen, who's single, sells advertising for WMT-TV and spends a "scheduled 40 hours working, but many evenings and noons entertaining and traveling, so I only have time once a week to play racquetball."

Steger, salesman for Wicks Lumber, plays at least three times a week and he even has his wife, Terry, and daughter, Rachel, into the game. Terry plays regularly in tournaments and next year—when she goes into third grade—Rachel will begin lessons.

"Rachel was involved in racquetball from day one," Steger recalls. "We had a tournament shortly after she was born and we took her along and tied two chairs together as a crib so she could sleep through the matches."

These days Rachel is wide awake at tournaments, which are a major part of the job for the Iowa co-chairmen, who agree that "the chance to get to know the players" is one of the greatest rewards of their volunteer efforts.

"I like this opportunity to help other people," Palen says. "I get several calls a week from people wanting to know what's happening with racquetball in Iowa. We've brought people together and we've offered quality tournaments."

"We play ourselves, so players give us their feelings," Steger says. "We were pleased about the state tournament (in March), which drew a record 180 participants, the biggest draw in Iowa so far."

"And people always are looking to us for guidance about everything from which bracket to play in to how to interpret the rules."

"There's a lot of room for racquetball to grow in Iowa. We plan to give the state the guidance to grow in the right directions."
Enter National Racquetball's Third Annual Most Improved Player Contest

June 30 Is Deadline

National Racquetball's third annual Most Improved Player of the Year contest will be open for entries in June, with June 30 set as the deadline.

The contest, aimed at recognizing the amateur player whose name might not always make headlines in tournament results, will honor the men, women and juniors who have made the most exceptional progress while playing racquetball from June, 1980 to June, 1981.

One winner will be announced for each state in which a player qualifies for the award. (If 50 states come up with qualified candidates, we'll have 50 winners, but National Racquetball will make the awards only in those states where there's a player whose progress has been outstanding.)

Winners, whose stories and photos will highlight a fall issue of National Racquetball, will receive lifetime memberships in the United States Racquetball Association (including a subscription to National Racquetball) and a variety of equipment and instructional prizes. USRA staff members will select winners with the help of USRA state chairmen.

We'll be looking for your entry!

Entry for National Racquetball's 1981 Most Improved Player Contest

Name ___________________________
Address ___________________________
number street
city state zip
Phone ___________________________
(area code)

Age □ Male □ Female
When did you start playing? ___________________________
(name of facility and address) ___________________________

List evidence that indicates your improvement
1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
4. ___________________________
5. ___________________________

Please enclose all supporting evidence (label each piece with your name) including score cards, draw sheets and letters of recommendation from pros or other instructors. Name of person submitting the entry if not the contestant.

Name ___________________________
Address ___________________________

Phone ___________________________
(area code)

Please mail to Terry Fancher, USRA, 4101 Dempster St., Skokie, IL 60076
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tournament Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**California**
The California Way Second Annual Winter Rollout took place Jan. 8-11 in Pasadena and Artesia.

**Results**

**Men's Open Singles**

- **Quarters:** Lerner d. Jon Woodard 21-15, 21-17; Stevens d. Guy Texiera 20-21, 21-19, 11-2; Mack d. Mark Martino 21-19, 12-1, 11-6; Massari d. Bruce Radford 21-15, 21-9

- **Semis:** Lerner d. Billy Stevens 21-15, 21-17; Bishop d. Desiree Armijo 21-10, 21-9

- **Finals:** Lerner d. Desiree Armijo 21-10, 21-9

- **21-17, 21-15**

- **21-15, 21-12**

**Women's Open Singles**

- **21-9, 21-18**

- **Women's Novice Singles:**
  - **21-9; Moored. Cindy Donnelly 21-17, 21-9**

- **Men's Masters Singles:**
  - **Fujikuni 21-11, 21-12**

- **Men's Beginning Novice Singles:**
  - **21-8, 11-3**

- **Men's Novice Singles:**
  - **21-8, 11-3**

- **Men's C Singles:**
  - **21-8, 11-7**

- **Men's B Singles:**
  - **Sheffield / Bishop d. J. Conine / S. Wilson 21-16, 17-21, 11-3**

- **Women's C Singles:**
  - **Bonnie Connolly d. Mary Hoey 21-17, 11-12, 11-4**

**Nebraska**
The Coors Light Open took place Jan. 9-11 at Sports Courts of Omaha.

**Results**

**Men's Open:**

- **1-Tony Upkes, 2nd Mark Domangue**

- **2-Ba-1st Maury Damrongkro, 2nd Eric Ruge**

- **BB-1st-Jerry Coughlin, 2nd Wes Gradin**

- **CB-1st-Boombertek, 2nd Randy Wen**

- **CC Blue-1st-Dick French, 2nd Gene Ryan**

- **CC Red-1st-Mark King, 2nd Ray Warren**

- **D-White-1st Paul Baumann, 2nd Brad Jerome**

- **D-Green-1st Al Streeter, 2nd Dave Stewart**

- **Seniors-1st-Craig Olsen, 2nd Wayne Nelson**

- **Seniors B-1st-Jerry Coughlin, 2nd Frank Quin**

- **Women's B-1st-Kathy Edwards, 2nd Nancy Lee**

- **Women's CB-1st-Susan Sealy, 2nd Randy Gross**

- **Women's CC-1st-Cindy Clayman, 2nd Andy Steenburg**

- **Women's D-1st-Karen Lux, 2nd Terri Cool**

**Wisconsin**
The Racquetball Club of Kenosha hosted the Miller Lite Southeast Open Jan. 9-11.

**Results**

**Men's Open:**

- **1-Braundes d. Wil Mulvaney 12-21, 21-11, 11-3**

- **2-B Mark Hackathorn d. Craig Eilsworth, forfeit**

- **3-Ed St. Peter d. Lance Ercuv 19-21, 21-11, 11-5**

- **4-D John Zie d. Tom Baltrus 21-4, 19-21, 11-1**

- **Seniors:**
  - **1-Darryl Greenmeier d. Bob Kurtz 21-12, 21-5**

- **Women's Open:**
  - **1-Margie Fish d. Regina Parks 21-17, 21-8, 11-6**

- **Women's B:**
  - **Beth Habeck d. Sue Yates 21-10, 21-8**

- **Women's C:**
  - **Bonnie Connolly d. Mary Hoey 21-17, 11-12, 11-4**

- **Women's D:**
  - **Evon Leach d. Barb Nerdel 21-10, 21-1**

**Iowa**
The Second Annual Iowa Park and Recreation Association Racquetball Tournament was held at the University of Iowa Fieldhouse Jan. 16-18. USRA State chairman Greg Steger came in second in the Men's Open.

**Results**

**Men's A**

- **Finals:** Scott Nau d. Greg Steger 21-13, 20-28 (default)

- **Third:** Bill Riker d. Al Kielendorf 21-10, 21-8

- **Cons:** Tom Duke d. Bill Blanchard 21-6, 21-18

**Men's B**

- **Finals:** Ted Berry d. Dennis Nealy 20-21, 21-11, 11-8

- **Third:** Steve Strauss d. Dave Nowack 13-21, 21-17, 11-4

- **Cons:** Bill LaVelle d. Jan Johnson 9-21, 21-2, 11-2

**Men's C**

- **Finals:** Doug Conklin d. James Berneking 21-16, 16-21, 11-5

- **Third:** Michael Frantz d. Laura Shafer 13-21, 21-15, 11-9

- **Cons:** Tom Kopp d. Mike McCarthy 21-20, 21-12

- **Women's C**

- **Finals:** Cathy Hanks d. Deb Horney 21-6, 21-4

- **Third:** Karla Burbach d. Jan Lettenberger 21-6, 21-13

- **Cons:** Patty Marsh d. Cathie Britt 21-14, 21-19

**Illinois**
Scott APB was host for the Air Force Region IV Racquetball Tournament Jan. 14-21, with 50 players from 12 Air Force bases and 11 states competing.

**Results**

**Seniors**

- **Finals:** Henry, Scott APB d. Topia, KI Sawyer AFB 21-17, 21-15

- **Open**

- **Finals:** Maclean, Offutt AFB d. Mates, Tinker AFB, Injury forfeit

- **Women's**

- **Finals:** Lythgoe, McConnell APB d. Neel, Offutt AFB 21-17, 21-13

**Texas**
The Fort Worth Athletic Club was the site of the USRA Texas Singles Championships Jan. 22-25.

**Results**

**Men's Open**

- **Quarters:** Mark Pasche d. Russ Joiner 21-7, 21-12; Gary Brown d. Ronald Gardin 21-4, 21-10; Tom Pace d. Mark Gilmore 21-16, 21-17; Skip Merrill d. A.J. Allen 21-9, 21-12

- **Semi:** Pace d. Pache 21-4, 21-12; Merrill d. Brown 21-15, 21-8

- **Finals:** Merrill d. Pace 21-17, 21-16

- **Cons:** Johnny Ware

- **Men's B**

- **Quarter:** J.B. Gross d. Rufus Martinez 21-0, 21-0; Kenneth Woodfin d. Ray Aronowitz 10-21, 11-21; Randy Rich d. Johnny Wee 21-11, 21-12; Chris Snyder d. Stanley Lemon 21-0, 21-0

- **Semi:** Gross d. Aronowitz 21-10, 21-10; Rich d. Snyder 19-21, 21-13, 11-4

- **Finals:** Gross d. Rich 21-5, 15-21, 11-4

- **Cons:** John Effekar

- **Men's C**

- **Quarter:**

- **D:**

- **Quarter:** David Ragsdale d. Steve Gross 4-21, 21-11, 11-9; Eddie Guilien d. Jeffery Bucker 21-8, 21-11; Stanley Lemon d. Jerry Gage 21-15, 21-15; Steve VanMeter d. Dan Fick 21-17, 21-15

- **Semi:** Guilien d. Lemon 21-0, 21-0; VanMeter d. Ragsdale 21-13, 21-19

- **Finals:** Guilien d. VanMeter 21-14, 15-21, 11-0

- **Open:** Ford Loewcock
Men's Veteran


Finals: Smith d. Farrell 21-10, 21-17.

Cons: David Albracht

Men's Veteran


Men's Senior


Semis: Chodash d. McGinty 21-12, 21-9; Pierce d. Gardin 21-20, 16-21, 11-2.

Finals: Chodash d. Pierce 21-13, 21-0 Cons: Dalton Walton

Men's Veteran Senior


Finals: Kehoe d. Trostel 21-16, 5-21, 11-6 Cons: Ray DeBorde

Men's Masters


Finals: Rich d. Pifer 21-20, 19-19 Cons: David Trostel

Men's Veteran Masters


Semis: Ragov d. Moore 21-6, 21-4; Senter d. Bunch-Priest 21-15, 14-21, 11-5.

Finals: Senter d. Ragov 21-14, 10-21, 11-8 Cons: Ginny Luscombe

Men's Golden Masters


Semis: Ruff d. Rickets, Hood d. Voorhes

Finals: Hood d. Ruff Cons: Harry Pruitt

Women's Open


Finals: Bludau d. Branch 21-17, 52-1, 11-3 Cons: Sherrie Smith

Women's P


Finals: Joiner d. Spallas 21-17, 21-19 Cons: Diane Fields

Women's C

Quarters: Helen Moore d. Jennifer Purdy 21-0, 21-0; Monica Guevara d. Mary Label 21-6, 21-2; Deborah Kneimborg d. Lily Kehoe 21-9, 21-17; Holli Robertson d. Carla Hord 20-21, 21-14, 11-5.


Finals: Guevara d. Robertson 21-5, 21-17 Cons: Mari Warnick

Women's Novice


Finals: White d. Daly 21-12, 21-7 Cons: Laura Martin

Women's Veteran


Illinois

Killshot Ltd. in Bloomingdale held the Super Bowl II Jan. 22-25.

Results

Men's Open: Ric Dem d. Dave Negrete 21-11, 21-19

Men's A: Jim Thompson d. Corneius Bibo 16-21, 21-10, 11-8

Men's B: Jim Jeffers d. Jim Russo 21-17, 21-15

Men's C: Steve Smith d. Tony Sophia 21-17, 3-21, 11-7

Men's D: Plat Hill d. Dave Oliphant 20-21, 21-15, 11-4

Men's Novice: Jim Boban d. Pete Marines 16-21, 21-20, 11-6

Men's Seniors: Herb Grigg d. Don Cipriani 21-6, 21-14

Women's Open: Stacey Fletcher d. Colleen Shields 21-7, 21-7

Women's A: Diana Hardek d. Pat Mickesh 21-3, 21-10

Women's C: Rita Green d. Karen Wilken 21-4, 21-7

Women's D: Carol Mayer d. Marlene Graziano 21-6, 21-17
**California**

Newport Beach’s Sporting House hosted the Winter Classic Jan. 22-25.

**Results**

**Men’s Open Singles**
Semifinals: Mack d. L. Gurnoe 21-11, 21-18, Stevens d. H. Solomon 21-13, 11-15
Finals: J. Meck o. B. Stevens 19-21, 21-19, 11-1

**Men’s B Singles**
M. Kaplans d. S. Jenkins 21-11, 7-21, 11-3

**Men’s C Singles**
P. Marson d. C. Menina 21-7, 21-9

**Men’s Novice Singles**
F. Truitt d. R. Watamura 21-8, 21-9

**Men’s Beginning Novice Singles**
G. Fast d. S. Abdo 21-14, 17-21, 11-6

**Men’s Veterans Singles**
J. Blandino d. J. Covault 21-10, 21-6

**Men’s Senior Singles**

**Men’s Master Singles**
D. Libby d. B. Hamm 21-17, 21-9

**Women’s Open Singles**
K. Bishop d. L. Martino 21-17, 21-14

**Women’s B Singles**
A. Sorenson d. D. Armijo 21-13, 21-2

**Women’s C Singles**
P. Kurtiniatis d. T. Larson 21-9, 21-12

**Women’s Novice Singles**
R. Franciscio d. P. Butler 21-15, 21-11

**Women’s Beg. Novice Singles**
K. Temple d. C. Dameron 21-17, 21-16

**Juniors 15 and Under**
W. Brooks d. E. Hudson 21-7, 21-3

**Juniors 16 and Under**
K. Watson d. J. Gonzoles 21-10, 15-21, 11-6

**Juniors 13 and Under**
M. Silva d. F. Zurmuhle 21-12, 21-10

**Juniors 11 and Under**
G. Smith d. J. Runnels 21-15, 21-9

**Men’s Open Doubles**
Stevens/Gurnoe d. Shefield/Mack 21-15, 21-9

**Men’s B Doubles**
Martinez/Jenkins d. Olsen/Jenick 21-13, 13-21, 11-6

**Men’s C Doubles**
Christian/Lundin d. Sazanaz/Reh 21-15, 21-11, 21-7

Mixd Doubles: Sorensen/Stutheit d. Salcido/Condon 12-21, 21-14, 11-10

**Women’s Novice 35 & Over**
M. Wendorf d. N. Harrer

**Results**

**Junior Boys 1st-Doug Fairlie, 2nd-Mark Prohal, Cons-Bo Pritchett**

**Women’s Open 1st-Jane Pritchett, 2nd-Dina Pritchett, Cons-Carolyn Redmond**

**Men’s Open 1st-Jim Hamilton, 2nd-Howard May, Cons-Mike Skene**

**Men’s B 1st-Jim Kerr, 2nd-Roger Shuman, Cons-Carl Henneman**

**Men’s C 1st-Tom Russell, 2nd-Woodie Fox, Cons-Larry Hodson**

**Women’s B 1st-B.J. Thomas, 2nd-Michelle Miller, Cons-Nancy Zeigler**

**Women’s C 1st-Ann Gandich, 2nd-Diana Huffer, Cons-Patelli Terkhorn**

**South Dakota**

The 1981 Lewis Drug-Pepsi-KPAT Pro-Am Tourney was held at Racquetball of Sioux Falls Jan. 30 - Feb. 1, with 250 entrants making it the state’s largest tournament.

**Results**

**Men’s Pro**

Semifinals: P. Iker d. T. Upkes, M. Hegg d. D. Constible
Finals: Hegg d. Iker 13-21, 21-16, 11-4

**Men’s A**

Semifinals: G. Gross d. D. Schneider, S. Willis d. G. Roth
Finals: Gross d. Willis 21-7, 21-15

**Men’s C**

Semifinals: C. Janousek d. J. Synhorst, D. Case d. L. Jacobson
Finals: Janousek d. Case 21-13, 21-10

**Men’s D**

Semifinals: D. Rowland d. L. Kleggaard, M. Dittmerb d. B. Schmeltfer
Finals: Dittmerb d. Howland

**Men’s Seniors**

Finals: Nelson d. Holailman

**Men’s Masters**

Semifinals: D. Roard d. Magstadt, B. Fiend d. R. Lindwall
Finals: Frief d. Robar 21-20, 21-9

**Men’s Doubles**

Semifinals: Harley/Crunka d. Holailman/Kouri, Roth/Elrod d. Halafan/Spears
Finals: Roth/Elrod d. Harley/Chunka

**Men’s C Doubles**

Semifinals: M. Mundenke/Rasmussen d. Murray/Akhus, Christian/Hansen d. Felicet/pBrowm
Finals: Mundenke/Rasmussen d. Christian/Hansen

**Women’s A&B Singles**

Finals: Meiding d. Mckey

**Women’s C Singles**

Semifinals: W. Gunderson d. L. Ladwlg, C. Johnson d. M. Stenge
Finals: Gunderson d. Johnson 21-10, 21-9

**Women’s D**

Semifinals: P. Pick d. J. Westphalen, D. Tunke d. S. Becker
Finals: Tunke d. Pick 21-14, 11-21, 11-8

**Women’s Doubles**

Semifinalist: Upkes/Feidkamp d. Egan/Dene, Campbell/Petrofe d. Dress/Rowth
Finals: Campbell/Petersen d. Upkes/Feidkamp

**California**

The President’s Tourney was held Feb. 5-8 at the Hacienda (CA) Health Club.

**Results**

**Men’s Open Singles**

Finals: Guy texter d. John Mack 21-21, 21-16, 11-1

**Men’s B Singles**

S. Roan d. D. Fosythe 19-21, 21-13, 11-3

**Men’s C Singles**

B. Bouchereau d. G. Perez 21-7, 21-11

**Men’s Novice**

D. Stomen d. P. Montana 18-21, 21-8, 11-10

**Men’s Beginning Novice**

C. Flanery d. H. Hyman 21-14, 21-3

**Men’s Seniors**

B. Albert d. E. Ross 21-12, 21-10

**Men’s Masters**

G. Winterd orn d. V. Lernow 9-21, 21-17, 11-9

**Women’s Open**

C. Moore d. D. Brexler 21-15, 21-13

**Women’s C Singles**

J. Braasch d. D. Forsythe 21-16, 21-18

**Women’s Novice**

C. Georginos d. M. Pinentel 21-8, 21-6

**Women’s Beginning Novice**

C. Bailey d. J. Chavez 21-10, 21-6

**Women’s Seniors**

T. Esler d. K. Cash 21-3, 21-9

**Men’s Open Doubles**

Jones/Tash d. Hanson/Edwards 13-21, 21-17, 11-2

**Michigan**

Keatington Racquetball Club in Pontiac was the site of the first annual Keatington Racquetball Club Detroit Lions Racquetball Tournament Jan. 30-31. Matches were between players from the Detroit Lions Football Team against each other, best of five games to 11 points. A purse of $1,000 was split between eight players with the winner getting $300. Leonard Thompson was the overall winner, beating a tough Horace King.
Illinois

Finalists in the third annual Budweiser St. Valentine's Day Massacre held in conjunction with the W.P.R.A., tournament Feb. 12-15 at Killshot, Ltd. in Bloomingdale, IL, were:

Results

Men's Open

Quartets:


Men's B Singles:

A-Laurel Davis d. Kelly Swanson 21-16, 21-15

B-Bob Clar d. Vince Del Guidice 16-21, 21-14, 11-9

C-Bob Clar d. Vince Del Guidice 16-21, 21-14, 11-9

D-Mike Klehr d. Mike Osika 21-14, 21-5

Women's Open

Senior -Alyce Kelleher d. Bev Frank 21-15, 21-19

B-JoAnn Hall d. Nina Guthrie 21-9, 21-2

C-Betty Chapman d. Debra Miller 21-15, 21-18

D-Joyce Morgan d. MaryAnn McCullough 21-4, 21-6

Ohio

The Supreme Court Racquetball Club in Columbus held a Valentine's Day Open Doubles Tournament Feb. 13-15.

Results

Men's Open

Quartets:


Men's B Singles:

A-Laurel Davis d. Kelly Swanson 21-16, 21-15

B-Bob Clar d. Vince Del Guidice 16-21, 21-14, 11-9

C-Bob Clar d. Vince Del Guidice 16-21, 21-14, 11-9

D-Mike Klehr d. Mike Osika 21-14, 21-5

Women's Open

Senior -Alyce Kelleher d. Bev Frank 21-15, 21-19

B-JoAnn Hall d. Nina Guthrie 21-9, 21-2

C-Betty Chapman d. Debra Miller 21-15, 21-18

D-Joyce Morgan d. MaryAnn McCullough 21-4, 21-6

Minnesota

Kandi Courts in Willmar was the site of the Q102 Heart Fund Open Feb. 13-15 sanctioned by the USRA.

Results

Men's Open Single: Hart Johnson d. Craig Wagner 7-21, 21-7, 11-2

Men's B Singles: Roger Poganski d. Greg Dahlgren 10-21, 21-7, 11-5
The Kunnanlleach Tournament of Champions took place March 18-22 at the Sportrooms of Bubba Gauntier. Remy Larochelle

Results

Women Novice:

Men's B Doubles:

Men's Golden Masters 50+

Quarters:

Seniors A:

Women's B Singles:

Women's Open:

Men's Open:

Women's C Singles:

Men's C:

Men's Open Winner, takes care of Miami's Sergio Gonzales in the semis before beating Matt Mathews of Tampa in the finals.

Dennis McDowell of Bloomington, IL, Men's Open Winner, takes care of Miami's Sergio Gonzales in the semis before beating Matt Mathews of Tampa in the finals.

Florida

The Kunnanlleach Tournament of Champions took place March 18-22 at the Sportrooms of Coral Gables.

Results

Men's Open

Quarters:

Women's Novice:

Women's Open

Men's Seniors 30:

Men's Seniors 35+

Men's Masters 45+

Preliminaries:

Upcoming Events

June 5-7

July 9-12

USRA Junior Nationals; Charlie Club, Palatine, IL.
At the time of day when many of his former buddies are sitting down to big lunches in Miami, Jack Wildman is lifting weights in West Orange, NJ, warming up for his racquetball game.

The 75-year-old ex-handball champ and his wife, Frances, have chosen to stay up north where they can watch the seasons change and get their exercise at the Metropolitan YMCA and YW-YMHA in West Orange, near their Elizabeth, NJ home.

Frances swims close to 30 laps a day, but Jack's sport is racquetball—a game he puts above all others for physical and mental conditioning.

"It's the most enjoyable and quickest way to get a good workout," he says. "The competition and friendly arguments add to the pleasure of the game."

Arguments are only fitting when Wildman faces one of his regular opponents—New Jersey Governor Brendan T. Byrne, 57, who was prosecutor of Essex County when he met Wildman, an attorney.

Wildman introduced Byrne to paddleball, the game that Wildman substituted for handball ("it got too hard on my hands") 20 years ago. Now Byrne and Wildman play racquetball at the West Orange Metropolitan Y and the YMCA in Newark.

Another frequent opponent is Joel Jacobson, 62, the New Jersey state energy commissioner, who competes against Wildman at the Courttime Racquetball Club in Lyndhurst. Then there's Sol Stone, 64, the former athletic director at the Metropolitan Y, and Jim Hanna, a mere 50, and former soccer pro who, Wildman admits, "wipes me off the court. I've never seen a man so fast."

Wildman has no choice but to play younger men. "I can't find anyone my age to play with," he explains.

Wildman's retirement from his law practice five years ago is the only part of his life that's in keeping with his age. Racquetball is his substitute for lunch—after only a light breakfast—as he arrives at the Y around 11:30 a.m. and spends a half hour or so in the exercise room getting ready to play.

"I warm up with stretches—do a little weight lifting—so I won't get a cramp in my arm or my foot. At my age I can't walk into a court and start playing strenuously."

Wildman, whose doctor gave him the okay to play after installing a pacemaker last May, offers more advice to men and women his age who want to play racquetball:

- Take lessons and learn the rules to help avoid injuries.
- Don't let your opponent rush you along. Take at least 15 to 20 minutes to stretch, and then warm up in the court by hitting a few balls with each of the strokes you'll be using.
- Sit down for five minutes after you've played before you hit the shower. Start with a hot shower and gradually turn the cooler water on to help you cool down.
Good Deeds that Pay Their Way
Sponsored Summer Sessions Benefit the Club and the Campers
by Dick Squires
National Racquetball East Coast Editor

Last summer we filled many empty courts three days a week with a racquetball camp which offered separate instructional sessions at our Downtown Racquet Club for New Haven inner-city youngsters and for retarded kids from nearby Durham School for Special Children.

All the court time, "graduation" diplomas and T-shirts were paid for by First Bank and Miller Beer, who co-sponsored the camp. Both companies received some excellent publicity in the local newspapers and on television.

While the club received profuse thanks for its willingness to open its doors to these underprivileged youngsters, we also sold unbooked courts during the slow days of summer. It was one of those projects that really benefited everybody.

Bob Sheeley, executive administrator of the New Haven Boy's Clubs, told me why he was so delighted with the entire program. "Most of our boys and girls are brought up in a rather poor environment. Normally they would never have gotten the opportunity to even see the inside of such a posh club, let alone to be exposed to a lifetime sport such as racquetball."

"What else do you suppose the camp has meant to them?" I asked.

"Well they realize, some of them for the first time, that there is a better life out there beyond the only environment they have ever known. If they one day wish to have a club such as yours, they know they will have to do something to improve their lot. It becomes a marvelous incentive to strive and better themselves."

Microcosm of Life
The camp meant something quite different to the retarded children. Dave Condon, director of Durham School, explained "Our primary goal is to help these mentally and emotionally disturbed boys and girls to re-enter the community and live a reasonably normal life. A sport such as racquetball provides them with three very important requirements that they must learn before leaving the school. First they must be willing and able to follow instructions. Secondly they have to improve their hand/eye coordination and finally they must play within certain intermingled with a lot of different activities."

Will Verhoeff said, "It is important to present the basics in short doses and intermingled with a lot of different activities. In this way we are able to retain their enthusiasm for the game."

Before implementing this program I had been warned that we would have to "bolt all the doors and keep everything under lock and key" because "these are tough kids. They'll tear the place apart." In reality this was not the case. They all treated the club with respect and consideration. We did not "lose" a single racquet or ball, which cannot be truthfully claimed for the other nine months of the year! It was as if the facilities became their club during the two weeks they were here.

"As a matter of fact," Verhoeff said, "several of the youngsters who had graduated asked me if they could still come back and play here. A couple of kids came down with their parents and actually joined as full time junior members. They somehow found the 30 bucks. It was really quite satisfying."

At the end of the initial hour there was a soda and cookie break, during which time Will would demonstrate further by playing against another instructor or, for fun, he would challenge one of the better youngsters to a five point game. He also showed them the art of stringing racquets.

After the 10 minute rest period there would be a question and answer session, or a rousing game of Simon Says or a relay race, with the winners being awarded a nominal prize, i.e. sweat band, ball, etc.

Nautilus and Walleyball
Next half the group went to the club's Nautilus fitness center while the remaining youngsters either played some more racquetball or competed in teams "walleyball." A few of the more avid students played a round robin singles contest of abbreviated games. The final moments were consumed in reviewing the day's lesson and previewing what they would be learning during the next session.

"In teaching racquetball to younger kids," Will Vethooff said, "it is important to present the basics in short doses and intermingled with a lot of different activities. In this way we are able to retain their enthusiasm for the game."

Club Director Dick Squires, Head Pro Will Verhoeff, New Haven Boy's Club Chief Administrator Robert Sheeley, First Bank Senior Vice-President Jay Jaser and Club Instructor Nick Meucci, back row left to right, pose with a graduating class.
New Club Listings

Black Butte Racquetball Club
Havre, MT 59501

Broken Arrow Racquetball & Fitness Center
1800 S. Aspen
Broken Arrow, OK 74012

Cambridge Racquetball Club
215 First St.
Cambridge, MA 02142

Edgewater Park Racquetball Club
2522 Route 130
Edgewater Park, NJ 07010

Ichibon Racquetball Club
Hi-way 71 South
Fayetteville, AR 72701

Mountain Home Racquet Club
515 Coley Dr.
Mountain Home, AR 72653

Oakwood Racquet Club
351 Oakwood Ave.
Waukegan, IL 60085

Security Court Club
2076 Lord Baltimore Dr.
Baltimore, MD 21207

The Supreme Courts Racquetball and Fitness Center
4020 Jackson Blvd.
Rapid City, SD 57701

Texarkana Racquet Club
#1 Court Side Line
Texarkana, AR 75501

While the retarded children were the more difficult ones to work with, they were also more excited and genuinely enthusiastic. Merely making solid contact with the ball was like hitting a home run in a Little League baseball game.

One day following “commencement” of a particular group, one of the inner-city “graduates” approached Will and gave him a prolonged hug. Bob Sheeley, from the Boy’s Clubs, quietly whispered to me. “That says it all. My kids don’t hug people too readily.”

In addition to his duties as National Racquetball’s East Coast Editor Squires is director of New Haven’s Downtown Racquet Club.

If you are planning a new fitness facility of any kind, converting or adding-on to an existing racquet club, Court Club Enterprises seminars can give you the facts that can mean the difference between profit and loss. You will avoid costly mistakes and help insure the success of your new venture.

If you have a successful court club and fitness center combination, these seminars will introduce you to new material that can help you attain better profits, like ways to improve personnel training and cut turnover, how to hold more successful promotions, and how to make financing work better for you. Our seminars bring you new developments in lighting, glass, court surfaces, exercise equipment, management techniques, pre-sale campaigns...plus sound advice on architecture, advertising, court conversions, feasibility studies...all from a team representing literally decades of research and experience.

So before you start—or finish—or continue—your club, get the facts.

Co-Sponsored by Dynamics Health Equipment, the finest health & fitness machines in the world.

Call Toll-free: 1-800-231-4245 • in Texas: 1-713-946-5734

Upcoming Seminars

May 1-2 Boston Aug. 14-15 Seattle
June 1-2 Las Vegas Sept. 11-12 Chicago
July 17-18 Denver Oct. 15-16 Arlington, VA

Nov. 12-13 Dallas
Dec. 9-10 Los Angeles

Call today for information and reservations. 602-991-0253

or write to: Court Club Enterprises
8303 E. Thomas Road • Scottsdale, AZ 85251
Dear Mom:

Pro Rita Hoff, right, establishes rapport with the author.

by Patricia Harleman

Camp Is Fun and I'm Learning a Lot of Racquetball

It was with a healthy dose of skepticism that I went off to Janell Marriott's and Rita Hoff's Racquetball Camp last summer to try something different in terms of improving my "Club B" game, something I had built up with two years of league play and very few tournaments.

Like most of the 15 other campers I was hopeful of discovering some hidden reservoir of talent as well as picking up a few professional hints that could improve my game.

Actually I felt that I already had a pretty good hold on what the game of racquetball is all about. I knew about ceiling balls and down-the-wall passing shots. I just wanted to see if a real "pro" could help me out. The answer I and everyone in the camp discovered was an unqualified yes.

The basic procedure for the five day camp called for a lecture in the morning, followed by pairs of us practicing what we had just learned. Six of the campers were men and nine were women. Two campers were Tournament A players, and two were sponsored Open players considering turning pro. The rest of us were what racquetball clubs are all about: good, solid, average players who wanted to improve their game.

Rita and Janell's attention was not tied to the caliber of the player. Janell, with her perfectionist's approach to the game (always accompanied with a wry, little smile), or Rita, with her intuitive, reassuring manner, dissected everyone's game, sometimes via videotape.

Afternoons at camp were basically a repeat of the morning—lecture followed by on court instruction—but an added challenge was a chance to play Rita and/or Janell who, in between blowing you off the court in a friendly manner, would point out areas of possible improvement in your game.

As might be expected along with basic instruction in such things as the forehand stroke, we learned drills, warm up exercises and a host of little techniques for improving our games. More often than not Janell was the basic lecturer, and Rita served as the demonstrator, but whether we were trying to bang out 10 ceiling balls in a row with a partner (easier said than done) or testing Rita's special around-the-wall ball, we were constantly scrutinized, analyzed and helped by Rita and Janell.

Luckily camp was not all work and no play. Night time—if your aching body could tolerate it—was given over to films, parties, a concert and a beer or two or sometimes even more.

On the final day Rita and Janell went over doubles play, and we all participated in a campers handicap tournament. Janell did the handicapping, and, as usual, she was tough—but with a smile.

Following our tournament—we all felt like students who had crammed for the finals—the big event of the day was a doubles match Rita and Janell had scheduled with the local pro and the top men's player at the club. Janell had told us of her early days as a racquetball player when one of her "friends" (all Janell's "friends" are "boyfriends," according to Rita) had always let her leap out to a 18 point lead or so, and then had spent the rest of the game running her all over the court and laughing until he eventually decided to win.

We were, of course, a little bit interested in how well Rita and Janell would do, especially since they had spotted the men 18 points. Too many, we felt, but Rita turned loose her wicked backhand, and Janell blasted away with her forehand and boom, score 21 to 18, Hoff and Marriott.

54 MAY
The second game was a bit closer with the men scoring two points, and we campers were careful to point out the source of that problem to Janell: she fed the ball to the men in the front of the court.

The week's finale was a Camper's Banquet where Rita passed out gag gifts and then prizes and everyone replenished the calories they had lost that week. All in all racquetball camp with pros who give you time and attention is one of the real bargains left in this world. And besides it helps your game.

—Terry Fancher

Next month: Racquetball camp roundup, plus tips for getting ready for camp from Jeff Shearer, now in his fourth year operating the country's largest racquetball camp.
Some people predicted the 11-point scoring system the Women's Professional Racquetball Association adopted this season would shorten the matches and make them less exciting. But Shannon Wright's finals victory at Pacific West Sport and Racquet Club in Federal Way, WA proved that theory wrong on both counts. The match lasted two and a half hours and had the spectators on the edge of their seats all 150 minutes. The 2-3, 3-0, 3-1 game scores camouflage the closeness of the match. As Wright put it, "I kinda wiped her in the second set and if you look at the total games it was seven games to four. So overall I got a lot more points and a lot more games."

But when you consider that each individual game was usually determined by a few points either way, it's easy to see how closely matched the top two women in professional racquetball really are. In fact the tie-breaker was one game apiece before Wright nosed across the wire first, winning the final game 11-9 to claim the $2,500 check for first place.

Even with this second place win McKay retains her number one ranking. She feels that she didn't play too badly. "No way" is she used to playing two and a half hour matches, but McKay doesn't use that for an excuse. "I think at the crucial times we had really good, long rallies, but I was the one who left the shot loose. Shannon went for the shot and got it." Her strategy for the next tournament, simply stated, is to beat Shannon.

Wright, on the other hand, isn't so sure that will happen. She quickly points out that she hasn't lost to McKay since the Nationals last June. Of course she's lost to other players, and her ranking suffered because she skipped the Chicago tournament to compete in the Superstars TV
McKay’s Shots...

competition. (see EXTRA!) Wright explained “From seeing Heather hit those ceiling shots you can tell that she’s getting a lot more tentative when she plays me. I think she realizes that it’s going to be really, really tough for her to beat me anymore.” Wright described her own play as “okay... I didn’t play super dooper because I’ve only been playing about a week and a half since the Superstars” (which aired during her finals match in Washington). “And before that I hadn’t been playing for a month or a month and a half while I was training for the Superstars.

While the outcome of the next Wright/McKay match-up is still debatable, the names of the semi-finalists are not. McKay and Wright may trade off numbers one and two and Lynn Adams and Marci Greer may do the same for the number three and four rankings, but the four of them have consistently finished in the semis or better nearly every time.

Wright’s and Adams’ match was as emotional as usual for the two close friends, and it ended in a win for Wright, 11-5 in the fifth game of the second set. Before that the games were generally a lot closer. From the beginning Wright looked strong. She jumped right out with an 8-1 lead and took the game 11-9 despite Adams’ midgame comeback. The next game the strategy reversed with Lynn getting off to a fast 7-1 lead before winning 11-6, the same score by which Wright won in the set’s third game.

The first game of the second set was the most exciting. The game fell into a pattern with Wright leading and then Adams closing the gap before Wright led again and Adams closed it tighter.

At the wire Adams was able to tie the score, but Wright finally got the lead—13-11.

The next game was Adams’—11-8, then Wright’s—11-7 then it was Adams winning 11-8. With the games at two apiece Adams failed to provide the competition the fans expected, and Wright clinched it 11-5.

McKay and Greer had their first rematch since Greer had upset the squash champ in the semis of Boise. This time the script was more expected. Out of the seven games they played Greer was only able to win one of them. Still the match had its engrossing moments. In the first two games McKay refused to go into overtime, winning 11-9, 11-8. Greer’s back court kills got hot enough to win the next game 11-5, but she cooled off as McKay finished the set with an 11-3 victory.

In the second set McKay skidded past Greer with an 11-9 win, then charged past to win 11-3. In the third and final game of the second set McKay was behind 7-3. Never one to give anything away, even when she can afford it, McKay made a magnificent comeback to tie the score at 8. The lead waivered in both directions before McKay’s “better late than never” effort paid off with a 13-11 decision.

While McKay, Wright, Adams and Greer dominate the top four positions, at least twice as many women have been in line for the next four all season. At the beginning the anticipated quarter-finalists would probably have been Janell Marriott, seasoned pro tour player and current W.P.R.A. president; Bonnie Stoll, who had jumped from the amateur ranks to a spot as high as number five; Rita Hoff, another experienced W.P.R.A. board member, and Sarah Green, a frequent finalist.

Going into this tournament, however, the players who were seeded to finish in the quarters were Karin Walton-Trent, who pulled the surprise of the NRC 1979 season when she won the Nationals; Linda Prefontaine, a favorite from Eugene, OR; Laura Martino, the 1980 W.P.R.A. amateur champion, whose best pro finish was the semis in Chicago, and Peggy Gardner, who is still billed as an upset winner every time she makes it to the
quarters. As for the top four—there were no surprises at the Federal Way tournament this third W.P.R.A. stop of the current season. In the 16s the favorites took their matches in straight sets, (McKay over Kippi Bishop-Boatwright, Greer over Hoff, Adams over Jennifer Harding and Wright over hard fighting hometown favorite, Vicki Panzeri), while the challengers played tie-breakers.

Fran Davis battled back and forth with Gardner 1-3, 3-1, 2-1 before pulling ahead by two points to win the third game of the tie-breaker, which she followed with a 3-0, 3-0 defeat against McKay. Bonnie Stoll and Walton-Trent played another see-saw game—Walton-Trent dominating the first set 3-0, Stoll coming back with a 3-2 win and Walton-Trent winning the tie-breaker 2-0 before she bowed out courtesy of her favorite rival, Marci Greer 3-1, 3-2.

Elaine Lee and Prefontaine tried to take it to the maximum 13 game limit of the W.P.R.A. scoring system, but Lee won in 12 games 3-1, 2-3, 2-1. Martino also was forced to play 12 games in her round of 16 match against young Brenda Poe, who pushed up her pro ranking earlier by upsetting Marriott. Martino beat Poe 3-2, 1-3, 2-1.

Live and help live

Children all over the world are fighting cancer and other killer diseases that have invaded their young bodies. Please help the research continue so the cure can be found.

Give and help live.

For further information or to make a tax-deductible gift, write
539 Lane Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee 38105.

Danny Thomas, Founder
ST. JUDE CHILDREN’S RESEARCH HOSPITAL
SEVEN SPRINGS
Fourth Annual
Racquetball Camp

Featuring DAVE PECK

Here it is—where beginners learn the game, where social players become competitors. Where you can become a vital participant in America's fastest growing sport.

Under the experienced eye of Dave Peck (currently ranked #2 on U.S. Pro Tour) and his staff (all ranked in TOP 10 on pro tour) —you'll work on, practice and discuss the techniques and strategies of racquetball for eight hours a day. Every day for six days.

The camp provides individual instruction and analysis on every aspect of your game. Along with videotape playbacks of your strokes as an aid in perfecting your technique.

Four Consecutive Weeks
Make plans now to sign up for one of the following weekly sessions:

Camp Sessions
July 5 through 10
July 12 through 17
July 19 through 24
July 26 through 31

The Total Resort
Seven Springs offers a ton of activities; a complete health spa, tennis, golf, the Alpine Slide, indoor miniature golf, bowling, swimming—it's all here. Slow-down recreation includes entertainment in Seven Springs' lounges, dancing, excellent cuisine and the invigorating air of the Laurel Mountains.

Five nights of comfortable lodging are included in your Racquetball Camp tuition rates. Come on! Get in the game. Return the coupon for all the details or phone Jeff Shearer at 814-352-7366. (If no answer, phone 814-352-7777, Ext. 7579.)

The Fourth Annual Racquetball Camp
Jeff Shearer, Racquetball Pro
Seven Springs Mountain Resort Champion, PA 15622

I'm interested, Jeff.
Send me all the exciting details.

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City___________________________
State_________ Zip___________
The week that sounds good to me is ________________________
(dates)

SEVEN SPRINGS
MOUNTAIN RESORT
Marty Wins Fierce

Hogan Beats Dave Peck by a Point a Game in Match that Treats Miami Fans to a 15 Shot Rally
Class racquetball prevailed at the January Tournament of Champions, where Miami fans watched Marty Hogan beat Dave Peck in the finals...
been saying that racquetball's original showman and top strategist was "over the hill." Brumfield had advanced to the round of 16 only twice this year and no further.

"It really gets me the way people are quick to think Charlie is through," said Jerry Hillecher during the tournament. "He's the smartest player on the tour, but he's a strategist, not a power player. If some newcomer is matched with Brumfield and beats him, it's a big deal—everyone thinks Charlie is over the hill. If Charlie beats him, no one notices—it's got to be Charlie can beat all of us."

But if frustration was on his mind, Brumfield's playing didn't show it as the former five time National Champion outwitted young Gregg Peck in the first round 21-12, 8-12, 11-7. Brumfield was hitting his shots like days of old and the gleam of victory was once again in his eyes.

Ben Koltun, favoring a sore right knee, held his own with Six Time Canadian National Champion Myers, but eventually succumbed 21-14, 21-18.

Don Thomas, who has been having problems with his game and confidence, dropped a tie-breaker to a hungry and aggressive Bret Harnett 13-21, 21-9, 11-7. Harnett had come to Miami with few victories in this his rookie season and was anxious to let the old pros know his presence.

And, at 34, Steve Strandemo showed he's one of the youngest-in-heart players on the tour as he methodically and patiently defeated Davey Bledsoe 20-21, 21-15, 11-8.

In the second round on Thursday the losers (Peck, Bledsoe, Thomas and Koltun) had another chance before going home broke. They were pitted against the tournament's top four seeds—Hogan, Dave Peck, Hillecher and Yellen.

But the afternoon and evening were no kinder to the morning losers. Hillecher downed Thomas 21-18, 21-11; Yellen walked by Koltun 21-12, 21-11; Peck handily defeated Bledsoe 21-11, 21-2 and Hogan got revenge on his earlier Omaha embarrassment by beating young Peck 21-10, 21-13.

The purse structure of the Tournament of Champions was a winner-take-all scheme in which the winner of each match collected a check. Round one winners received $750; quarter-final winners $1,500; semi-finals $3,000 and the champion collected an additional $7,000, making top prize money $12,500.

In Friday's quarter-final round Hillecher and Strandemo dueled for more than two hours with the 26-year-old Hillecher emerging victor at 21-19, 21-20. Brumfield continued his fine play and nipped Yellen in the first game of their match, but found himself trailing badly in the second. The young man from Southfield, MI kept Brumfield on the run and edged him in the tie-breaker 11-8.

"I'd rather play Hogan, Peck or Hillecher than Yellen," said Brumfield prior to the match. "This guy'll run your legs off and then pound you in the ground."

Dave Peck, who had to drop out of the Houston tournament the previous month due to an injured index finger, was beginning to release much of that nervous energy that had been stored up for the past two months. He easily defeated the youngster Harnett 21-14, 21-7, as he honed his awesome backhand for the approaching semi-final and championship rounds.

In the final match of the quarters Myers gave Hogan one of the finest matches of the season as the two battled point-for-point for more than two hours, with Hogan edging beyond the Canadian 21-19, 21-19. Myers has had problems gaining beyond the quarter-finals of any of the tournaments thus far this season, mainly due to Hogan, Peck, Yellen and Hillecher. But in Coral Gables Myers' play seemed steadier and his shots more consistent than ever before.

"It wasn't like last year, at least," quipped Myers, referring to his finals' defeat at last year's Tournament of Champions. "Hogan had to work to beat me in this tournament this year."

In keeping with their current national standings the top four seeds of professional racquetball found themselves in the semi-final round on Saturday with Yellen challenging Peck and the St. Louis boyhood chums, Hillecher and Hogan, clashing once again.

In the first match Yellen and Peck collided in an exhibition of power shots that had the audience in awe. If anyone was wondering whether the taped index finger on Peck's right hand was a hindrance, those thoughts were dismissed as he out-powered Yellen in two games.

Peck and Yellen exchanged points with the score 6-4 in Yellen's favor before Peck began to hit a series of backhand killshots from mid and back court. But Yellen rebounded and kept pace, even pulling ahead to 13-10 before Peck made his move. The move was short lived as Yellen displayed his strong comeback power by pulling within two points of Peck at 17-15.

Though Yellen was certainly playing in fine form, it was eight of Peck's skips during the first game that kept the score close. Twelve of Peck's scores came from his powerful backhand killshots.

Peck finished the first game by slamming three backhand shots (two kills and a pinch) from the back court, winning 21-17.

The second game was certainly as close, if not closer, than the first. Peck continued to dominate play with his powerful backhand. It was as if he didn't know how to use his forehand, an assumption he repudiated later in the game with an ace serve and five forehand killshots.
There are some observers outside the game of racquetball who think the profession is filled with rowdy, impolite kids with little sense of class and sportsmanship. The Tournament of Champions was a showcase for racquetball's sportsmen as displayed in the second game between Yellen and Peck.

With the score at 7-5, Peck's favor, NRC Referee Terry Fancher, USRA director, ruled a hinder by Yellen after he had scored a beautiful kill shot down the right side. Peck, however, disagreed and asked that the point be awarded to his opponent. The audience was in full agreement and loudly applauded the Texan for his sportsmanship.

Yellen took advantage and tied the score at 7-7, then the two continued to play neck-and-neck at 9-9, then 10-10. Peck scored five quick points on two forehand kills, a backhand pinch and a gift skip from Yellen. At 14-11 Yellen, not wishing to be outdistanced, answered with four points of his own with two pinches, a kill and a pass shot.

With the score 16-14 Yellen again began another scoring drive and pulled ahead with 18 points on two backhand kills, a forehand kill and a skip from Peck. Yellen seemed confident and the audience sure that the match would go into a tie-breaking game as Yellen slammed two more backhand shots, one a kill from the back court and the other a reverse pinch.

Peck responded with a forehand kill shot to take the second game 21-18.

In the tie-breaker Peck led off on a scoring drive that soon had the tally at 5-1. Yellen responded with two more points on a Peck skip and a backhand, back court kill shot down the left side. But Peck was filled with more of that nervous energy and he continued his scoring drive, making more use of his forehand. Three forehand kills, a backhand center drive kill and a pass after the score was 10-3.

Yellen wasn't about to roll over and yield the $3,000 check to Peck without a fight. The 20-year-old from Michigan responded with a five point drive that brought the score to 10-8.

On paper it would appear that Peck had left the court or was playing dead. In reality, however, both of these players are so evenly matched that neither could be dominant from day-to-day or tournament-to-tournament.

Yellen scored again when Peck let a would-be overhand kill shot skip. At 10-9 Peck finally regained the offense and finished the match with a forehand kill down the right side.

In the second match of the semis the Hogan-Hilecher contest was rather anti-climactic in the shadow of the earlier matchup between Peck and Yellen.

Hogan and Hilecher have played each other so many times over the years since they began learning the sport at the Jewish Community Center in their hometown of St. Louis, MO that there are no surprises for either of them. The top seeded Hogan, now 23, has to rely on his concentration and physical condition to keep ahead of the profession's great athletes like Hilecher. Hilecher, noted for his formidable strength and fearless dives, is one player never to be taken lightly, as Hogan found out early in the tour this season's opener in Westimister.

But since Honolulu Hilecher had not been playing up to his potential. He made no excuses for his performance. It's just a fact of life—you can't play 100 percent, 100 percent of the time. In this down period Hogan put Hilecher away in Honolulu and again in Houston with little effort compared to the tough play Hilecher usually gives. It would be no different in Florida.

In the first game Hogan jumped to a quick 8-1 lead before Hilecher got into the ballgame catching up 8-7. Hogan scored two more points and then another before Hilecher answered. Hilecher slammed a kill shot past the champion and was given two gift skips to aid him in the catchup. But with the score at 21-10 Hogan took over and never looked back as he ran nine points on Hilecher to end the first game 21-10.
Hogan just responded with his usual wry grin as he began to warm up in the three glasswalled court at the Sportrooms.

The match between Peck and Hogan has to be likened to tennis’ Borg-McEnroe challenge. It would be impossible to put two more exciting and talented players in the racquetball arena than Marty Hogan and Dave Peck. Not only is this rivalry fierce, it is one of mutual respect, admiration and friendship.

In the first game of the final round Hogan took the initial serve with a forehand kill down the center. Peck answered with a seldom seen overhead, right-corner pinch. Each player awed the audience with fireworks from their personal shot arsenals.

Leading 9-6 Hogan suddenly seemed to lose concentration and the trailing Peck gained confidence. The Texan began a scoring run that didn’t stop until the score stood at 17-9, with the fans wondering what had happened to Hogan.

With anyone else as an opponent a 17-9 lead for Dave Peck would have been lights out. But Hogan isn’t just anyone and the top seed began firing a variety of shots, taking advantage of Peck’s skips and shooting his way to within two points of Peck at 18-16. Peck was unable to control the game further, with Hogan firing another four points, pulling ahead 20-18. But Peck wasn’t ready to give up either, and he quickly scored on successive forehand kill and pinch shots to tie the initial game 20-20.

Hogan regained the offense and quickly slammed a backhand, back court kill shot to take the first game 21-20.

Jim Martz, tennis columnist from the Miami Herald, was in the audience witnessing his first professional racquetball game. Prior to the Hogan-Peck match he told National Racquetball that he had played one game of racquetball but wasn’t sure that the sport could equal the excitement of tennis.

“I’m quite impressed,” said Martz after the first game of the finals. “This sport definitely has potential.”

In the second game the excitement continued to build as Hogan and Peck battled it out. Their meeting was not, unlike the three previous matches they had played during the tour. If anything seemed different, it was the anger and frustration the players, especially Peck, pointed to themselves over missed shots.

“It’s my only way of releasing nervous energy,” explained Peck. “I know it sometimes doesn’t look good to the crowd, but you have to understand the frustration and pressures you’re under when you’re confined inside the glass box under the lights.”

Understanding this point makes Peck seem less angry and Hogan less brash. Playing professional racquetball is pressure work and it requires full concentration and great physical strength and ability.

In the second game the story for the first half of the contest was that Hogan ran away with the score. He led 11-2 before Peck showed any signs of life. Then it was 13-4. But alive he did come and for the next 20 minutes the audience was cheering and yelling for the stocky Texan as he pulled the score to 16-10. That 16th point for Hogan was a skip gift from Peck, but not until after an unbelievable 15 exchange rally between the two players.

At 16-10 Peck did the same thing Hogan had done to him in the first game. He began a long scoring drive that didn’t stop until the score was tied at 16-16.

Peck scored 16 points on three forehand kills and pinch shots, two skips from Mr. Hogan and a backhand, left-corner pinch. And after Hogan scored his 17th point on one of his famous 140 m.p.h. forehand kills shots down the right side, Peck answered with three more points courtesy of Hogan’s skips. Hogan was visibly losing his concentration and control. He managed to bring the score to 19-19, before skipping another point to Peck.

Peck led with a one point advantage and the capacity crowd of more than 400 was wildly cheering, hoping for a tie-breaker. Peck lost the offense and Hogan fired a pass shot down the right side that Peck missed as he slipped and fell. Hogan finished the match on another pass shot that had Hogan diving for and missing.

“You know how close we played because two shots cost Dave $7,000,” Hogan told the audience after the match, when Leach Industries Vice-President and General Manager Charlie Drake handed the check to the champion.

“It was a tough comeback on both of our parts in both games,” Peck said after the tournament. “I just made some errors right at the end—they were mental errors on service return.”

Did the big prize of $7,000 have anything to do with the way either of them played? “Absolutely not,” replied Peck. “We both play to win—we’re competitors. We win because we don’t like losing. The money is a reward for our efforts.”

Peck said he was not all that dissatisfied with his play, although he felt that he should have won, barring the mistakes.

“I should have won, but playing that close of a match with someone great like Marty is rewarding,” said Peck. “It was fun.”

“This is a great tournament run by great people,” said Hogan later. “Coming to this tournament is what we look forward to the most, next to the Nationals.”

Hogan said Peck is playing better than ever.

“But I’m also playing much better,” said Hogan. “Peck is playing really tough, but don’t rule out Yellen, because I have a feeling from the way he played Peck in the semi-finals. It will be Yellen I’ll have to face in the finals at Tempe.”

Hogan is pleased with his comeback from his lackluster play during the first part of the season. He thinks his intensity is where it should be for the Nationals.
The champ pointed out to reporters after the match that he felt it important to eliminate Peck in two games.

**Why?**

"I think it is important when I play someone with the momentum that Peck has to not let him win a game," explained Hogan. "If he had taken me in either of the games, I would have been able to still take the match, but I don't want to give him any confidence at all. I know how to play the pressure points better than anyone else. When the score is 20-20, like it was in both games, Peck only got one serve in each—that's all I'll ever give anyone, so they'd better make it good." 

---

The Kunnan/Leach Tournament of Champions at the Sportrooms of Coral Gables March 18-22

Quarters: Marty Hogan d. Lindsay Myers 21-19, 21-19; Jerry Hilecher d. Steve Strandemo 21-19, 21-20; Mike Yellen d. Charlie Brumfield 20-21, 21-3, 11-8; Dave Peck d. Brett Harrell 21-14, 21-7

Semi: Hogan d. Hilecher 21-10, 21-17; Peck d. Yellen 21-17, 18-21, 11-9

Finals: Hogan d. Peck 21-20, 21-20

Notes of the Tournament...

Sportrooms of Coral Gables is now the permanent home of the annual NRC Kunnan/Leach Tournament of Champions. Fans agreed that this third annual event inspired the best play to date, as you can see in the story on these pages. . . The pre-tournament banquet at the club, which the Sportrooms hosted for pro players, was the occasion for Tournament Director Carl Dean to give each pro a personalized crystal mug engraved with the title of the tournament. Pros also feasted at La Concha, the restaurant in...
The revolutionary Dimpled Racquetball by Seamco.

The unique design provides deadly accuracy plus exceptional control. Add spin or english and the ball will curve, rise, dip...a totally new dimension to racquetball.

We could talk dimples and aerodynamics or we could talk innovative technology in tooling and secret rubber compounds, but we won't. We prefer the Assassin talk for itself. So, lure your favorite enemies to the court and assassinate them.

MEET
THE
ASSASSIN
PATENT PENDING

The official USRA Ball
Gives You The Professional Feel

It's the official glove of the National Racquetball Club. Yes, the Champion Model 610 was selected by the NRC because of its unique features and design. The popular wrap-around Velcro strap; soft, thin deerskin palm; foam-backed Terry cloth; comfortable Helenco stretch design; all combine to make the Model 610 preferred by many professionals and amateurs.

Available in men's and ladies sizes. At your YMCA, Racquetball Club, or Sporting Goods Dealer.

Champion
2300 E. 6th St., Des Moines, Iowa 50313

Associate Member of National Court Clubs Association
Introducing the Lady AC-250. Light, lovely and patently offensive. Leach believes a woman takes her racquetball every bit as seriously as a man.

Hence, Patent Number 4066260, the Lady AC-250. With a design as unique as its patent reflects.

It begins with a solid core of shock-absorbing ABS plastic, wrapped with a special thin-wall aluminum extrusion. Plastic for control, aluminum for power.

It continues with a modified throat and elongated head for one of the biggest sweet spots in the game.

And it finishes with a radically tapered handle and striking leather grip, for extra comfort and a better feel for smaller hands.

All in all, a slender little package weighing in at a tidy 250 grams.

And re-introducing the Lady Swinger. A perennial favorite.

Looking for a little something in glass, ladies? Look no further. The Lady Swinger offers a modified teardrop head for one big sweet spot.

A powerfully sleek throat configuration that minimizes torquing on occasional miss-hits around the edge.

A scaled-down handle that fits a lady's hand cleanly, comfortably.

And a genuine leather grip with raised blue beading that breathes easier and grips longer.

Unusually trim, the whole racquet weighs in at under 250 grams.

So there you have it. An old favorite, a new favorite.

Both giving evidence, once again, to the fact that pleasing the ladies really isn't tough at all.

When you're Number One By Design.

10251 Scripps Ranch Boulevard, San Diego, CA 92123